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East Hall men
steam ing over
flooded rooms

Trustees announce out-of-state
tuition increase of $200
by Ron Winslow
Ass't News Editor

by Pat Broderick
News Editor

Out-of-state students received a be
lated Christmas present from the Uni
versity last week. It was just like
an after-Christm as gift they got last
year — a $200 tuition increase.
The -Board of Trustees announced the
increase last week in connection with
a footnote included in UNH’s 1969-71
budget appropriations. The footnote
reads “ out-of-state tuition shall be
set annually at a figure which re
flects actual cost of per-capita opera
ting costs, including instructional ex
penses
overhead and bond re tire 
ment.”
The previous philosophy is not
changed. Out-of-state students have

Three rooms in East Hall suffered
varying degrees of damage over va
cation after a faulty radiator valve
opened, releasing water that flooded
a second floor room and saturated
two other rooms below.
According to John Curtis, assistant
director of housing, the exact time of
the flood could not be determined.
Curtis said a charge ofnegligience was
“ questionable,” but he admitted the
East Hall heating system was old and
in poor condition. “ It should have
been replaced a while back,” he said.
Curtis said the Housing Office would
recommend to the treasurer that the
eight parties involved be reimbursed
for property damage. The case will
be turned over to the insurance com
pany.
“ The University carries public lia
bility insurance,” said Curtis. “ I
knew it had insurance for injury, but
I didn’t know it covered property. Must
be something new.”
Curtis said if negligence was in
volved, the University would pay the
damages. Students Paul Gagnon an(J,
Bill Ostrofsky, whose room suffered
the most extensive damage, estimated
their loss at approximately $1500.
“ The service department knew the
system was in bad condition,” said
Curtis. “ But it would be foolish to
replace it, since there is no danger
of personal injury, as far as I know.
The loss of property is less than the
cost of replacing the system.”
He explained that both East and
West Halls were meant to be tem
porary structures when they were built
in 1918. “ I presume the heating sys
tem is that old,” said Curtis. “ It
(East Hall) may be torn down, so the
heating system won’t be replaced just
yet.
We’ll have to nurse it along
for a year or two.”
He added that the installation of a
new system would be a “ tremendous
expense.”
Curtis said that as far as he knew, this
would be the first time the University
had ever paid property damages in
volving students.
Section 19 in the “ term s and con
ditions of room and board agreement,”
reads: The University of New Hamp
shire assumes no responsibilities for
loss or damage to a resident’s per
sonal property. The University sug
gests that students consider purchasing
insurance to cover the loss or da
mage of personal property or the ex
tension of parents’ insurance for this
purpose.
The flood was not discovered until
Gagnon returned to his room Sunday.
He found water, mold and mildew all
over the room. “ The mattress was
like a sponge,” said Gagnon.
Ostrofsky said he had noticed mold
on the outside of the wall and frost
on the window and was surprised that
no one from the service department
had noticed it. “ A janitor was mop
ping up here Sunday. She said she
had to call the service department
three times to fix the radiator valve
because it kept leaking. They had
to come three tim es.”
The eight men are being boarded
temporarily at Huddleston Hall.
Gagnon and Ostrofsky, who were
delegated to speak for the others,
were first told by the Housing Office
that the University would not pay for
the damages.
Curtis agreed to look at the da
mage.
“ He said he didn’t realise
the damage was that extensive, and
said the University would pay to get
our clothes cleaned.” Both students
agreed that their clothes were beyond
re p a ir.
The next day Curtis met with Stan
ley Plummer, director of housing, and
talked to Eugene Leaver of the ser
vice department. He then explained
the history of East Hall and its heating
system to the students.
Gagnon and Ostrofsky admitted they
were surprised to be living in a struc
ture that, as Curtis had told them,
should have been torn down in 1919.
“ I feel it is the University’s respon
sibility to keep the heating system
in working order,” said Gagnon,
W. Kent Martling, assistant trea
surer, was not available for comment.

Durham, N .H .

regularly paid the cost of their edu
cation. But two important modifica
tions promise them a more expensive
education.
The footnote has made the “ cost
per student” computation an annual
evaluation. Instead of a biennial change
like before. The bond retirement costs
on University buildings have been added
to instructional and overhead costs in
determining the average cost'per stu
dent. Construction activity on campus
has been substantial recently.
In-state tuition is not affected by
the increase or the footnote.
Norman Myers, University vicepresident-treasurer, said it is impos
sible to predict the amount of future
Increases. “ It depends on how long
the country is in this inflationary
trend,” he explained.

UNH faculty salaries
published by Union Leader
by George Owen

Salaries paid to administrators, fa
culty and staff at the University of
New Hampshire for the first quarter
of the 1969 pay period were published
December 18-21 by the Manchester
“ Union Leader.”
The series began with a front page
red-letter headline, “ All Salaries at
UNH Disclosed.”
According to the
“ Union Leader” lead article by Paul
Aeu; \ear has hrouflit renewing, winter’s gone,
Dietterle concerning the disclosure,
Short daylight lengthens and the winds are still.
the salary figures were obtained ex
clusively by the Manchester “ Union
The year’s first month of January’s here...
J Leader” and the “ New Hampshire Sun
(photo by King)
day News.” “ Even to members of

Faculty express concern over
publication of UNH $alarie$
establishment feel justified in awarding

by Wayne Worcester
Managing Editor

t h e m s e l v e .S

During the Christmas vacation,
members of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
staff interviewed 63 faculty members
to determine a general reaction to the
Manchester Union Leader’s publication
of quarterly salaries.
One faculty member called the sa
lary publication “ the most inept, bru
tal, unethical attempt to destroy a
university” he has ever seen.
Another professor said he was
drinking wine when he was telephoned
by a NEW HAMPSHIRE reporter and
didn’t feel it was “ an appropriate
time to discuss matters of such grave
importance.’’
Seventy-five per cent of the faculty
members questioned by THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE were opposed to the Man
chester paper’s publication of salaries;
the majority felt the newspaper’s rea
sons for printing the figures were
far more questionable than its right
to do so. Nearly everyone was con
cerned with certain inaccuracies! in
volved and most objected to the sen
sational manner in which the news was
presented.
On December 18 the newspaper
printed a front page story ranking UNH
faculty salaries among the top 17 per
cent in the nation. That percentage
was derived from statistics published
annually by the American Association
of University Professors, but the news
paper’s computation includes junior
colleges, technical schools, business
colleges, and every other institution'
of higher learning beyond the secon
dary level. When compared to the
average salaries paid faculty mem
bers of other state universities, UNH
is slightly below the national average.
(See accompanying chart)
Several faculty members were con
cerned over the Manchester Union
Leader’s implied definition of sabba
tical leave.
A December 21 editorial implied
that a professor receives full pay
during his year’s leave when it said,
“ Disclosures by the Loeb newspapers
indicate that scores of the faculty staff-
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$20,000 for nine months of work with has allowed the University to accept
one whole year’s paid vacation in'‘»««ll New‘«Ampshffe' students that can
every seven, the so-called sabbatical.!’ be admitted under its academic stanA faculty member receives only half dards.”
his annual salary when he is granted
Forty-nine per cent of the faculty
a sabbatical, half, or full year’s leave questioned by THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
of absence set aside for scholarly work. said the University should not publish
Less than five per cent favored the the annual salary figures because “ a
Manchester paper’s publication of sa faculty member’s salary should be a
laries.
Eleven per cent said they private m atter.”
“ didn’t care.”
Less than 10 per
Less than 13 per cent said the annual
cent said they didn’t read the paper. salary figures should be published,
As early as December 1, a repre but the majority of those faculty mem
sentative of the newspaper informed bers specified that the figures should

A A U P National Salary Averages— 1968-69
Average Salary
Professor
Assoc. Professor
A ss’t Professor
Instructor

U.S. public university U.S. private university UNH
$17,140
$19,183
$16,076
12,864
13,241
12 257
10 562
10 552
10,331
8,052
8,334
7,996

President McConnell that the Union
Leader had acquired a copy of quar
terly salaries. The list was not pu
blished until December 18. The news
paper “ offered” to publish a list of
annual salaries if President McCon
nell would release one. When he re 
fused, the newspaper printed the quar
terly report in four Installments, even
though McConnell warned of innacuracles.
Some professors receive their sa
laries in 20 payments, others in 26.
Seven payments were made in the first
quarter; six payments will be made
in others.
Because of these and other varia
bles involved, it is impossible to de
termine the annual salary simply by
multiplying the quarterly figure by.
four; but that is the natural tendency.
According to an editorial printed
December 19, “ The poor, the taxpayers
of New Hampshire, do have a right to
information on the rich salaries being
paid by them to UNH employees.”
Salaries paid to administrators, fa
culty, and staff constitute 75 per
cent of the University’s annual opera
ting budget; but the citizens of this state
aren’t shouldering the fiscal burden the
Union Leader would have them be
lieve.
New Hampshire citizens contribute
less to the support of higher educa
tion than any other state in the coun
try.
Citizens of this state contri
bute an annual per capita average
of $14.99, according to recent figures
published by “ The Chronicle of Higher
Education.”
The state’s contribution accounts
for approximately 35 per cent of the
University’s annual operating budget,
according to President McConnell and
Vice-President T reasurer Norman
Myers. More than 40 per cent comes
from student charges, and the balance
if covered by the Federal government
and other non-state sources as grants
for specified work and services.
On December 21, the paper published
pictures of newly-completed campus
buildings and a front page story en
titled “ UNH goes on $53 million, 10year building spree.” The construc
tion program was long ago sanctioned
by the state legislature, but the over
all implication is that the University
is somehow squandering its budget
appropriations at the expense of New

be “ made available to anyone who wants
to see them ” and not printed in a
newspaper.
Forty per cent of those questioned
felt the newspaper’s publication of sa
laries would not cause dissention arnong
faculty members; 41 per cent said it
would. Nineteen per cent said only
trouble could arise from dissention
among faculty; 12 per cent thought
it would do some good.
For many, the salary publication has
raised serious doubts about the “ merit
system” of salary payment under which
the University now operates. Promo
tion, tenure, and salary negotiations
are presently transacted on a per
sonal basis and are determined ac
cording to the University’s evaluation
of the individual.
Thirty-eight per cent said the cri
te ria used to evaluate a faculty mem
ber should be more clearly defined.
Several faculty called the merit sys
tem merely a way to reward your
friends and punsih your enemies. The
majority would like to see a system
that would provide automate salary
increases for attainment of higher
rank .combined with the present sys
tem.
Most of the 38 per cent said the
University considers research and pu
blication more important than teaching.
“ The figures seem to indicate the
University isn't operating on as much
of a merit system as we thought.
People doing a lot and those doing little
are in the same general pay category, ”
said one professor.
“ Every system has inequities,”
commented another. “ I look at the
merit system the same way I do a
democracy. It doesn’t always work,
but' so far it’s the best anyone has
come up with.”
On the other hand, 27 per cent are
“ absolutely satisfied” with the pre
sent system and 47 per cent are
“ reasonably satisfied.”

If you have a gripe against
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, here
is your chance to make it public.
See questionnaire on backpage.

the state legislature these figures have
never before been divulged,” read
the article.
The newspaper has been recently
saturated with side bar articles such
as “ Faculty at UNH is Seen Well
Paid,” “ Have Right to Know UNH
Pay” and “ UNH Coaches Poorly Paid.”
In the article, “ UNH Coachep Poorly
Paid,” Dietterle wrote, “ Coaches who
have led the University of New Hamp
shire out of an e ra of athletic em
barrassm ent to winning or highlyimproved records are poorly paid in
comparison to many of their fellow
faculty members. . .”
A “ Union Leader” editorial entitled
“ Full Disclosure Makes For Confi
dence,” by publisher William Loeb,
explained the purpose for publication
of the salaries.
Loeb wrote, “ What
this newspaper is trying to do is to
see to it that the taxpayers are pro
tected and that they are getting their
educational dollar’s" worth at the Uni
versity of New Hampshire. There is
no way to protect them unless full
disclosure of all the expe nses and other
information about the University is
made.”
Loeb, wbose paper Ip s a ci’’culation
of 62,000, concluded, resentment against us, on the part of some, “ is
part of the price of our continued
service to our subscribers and their
families and to thij stats of New Hamp
shire.”
According to D ietterle’s Dec. 18
article, the three highest paid indi
viduals during the first quarter of
1969 at the University were Richard
E. Johnson, professor of mathematics.
Dr. Robert I. Watson, professor of
psychology, and UNH President John
W. McConnell.
Their salaries for
the 13-week period, according to the
“ Union Leader.” were in excess of
$7,800.'
McConnell claims “ figures in the
quarterly report may be Inflated be
cause some professors receive their
salaries in 20 payments and others
in 26, and that there were seven pay
ments in the first quarter as compared
to six in some q uarters,” the news
paper said.
C ritics have said, according to the
Manchester paper, that the University’s
reluctance to divulge individual sa
laries has been at the root of its
refusal to make available to the le
gislature a line item budget which
lists item for item money paid out,
including salaries.
“ The ‘Union Leader’ of course did
not steal the figures on the University
salaries and wages,” Dietterle wrote.
They were “ voluntarily furnished by
a source who had every right to pos
sess them.”

Snow removal plans
announced by Hildreth
Another predicted snowstorm skirted
New Hampshire this week, but “ North
easter” forecasts vividly recall the
huge amounts of snow which left UNH
parking lots virtual disaster areas last
February.
Clifton Hildreth, head of security,
is asking for student cooperation to
prevent future lot tie-ups during snow
removal operations. “ We are asking
students who have cars in resident
lots to remove them early so plows
can clear the lot effectively,” he said.
Normal plowing operations get un
derway at 2 a.m., Hildreth said. The
crews plow arteries first and then
clear the parking I6ts, usually after
7 a.m.
Hildreth suggests students move
their cars to nearby cleared lots, or
other places where parked cars will
not interfere with plowing operations.
Students should move their cars
back into the proper lots as soon as
possible after plowing is completed,
Hildreth said.
He feels this will
keep plowing operations and parking
facilities running smoothly.
“ We don’t want to issue any or
ders,” the security officer noted. “ We
just want student cooperation. They
will benefit with clear parking faci
lities.”
Hildreth and Winston Caldwell, as
sistant superintendent of properties,
met with Mark Wefers, lame-duck
Residence Hall Advisory Council presi
dent, before Christmas to work out a
plan for parking and snow removal
coordination.

Bonds have not yet been issued for
some present construction projects,
Myers said. When the University be
gins paying the principal on these
buildings, out-of-state tuition will be
affected.
UNH out-of-state tuition still stands
second highest in the nation, behind
the University of Vermont which has
also just announced a $200 increase,
boosting their figure to $2-00 per
year.
The University has established a
25 per cent non-resident student quota,
comparatively above average on the
national level. Vermont accepts over
35 per cent non-resident students. A
spokesman at UVM said the University
considers itself a private institution
and charges non-resident students ac
cordingly.
The University of Massachusetts
charges $600 to non-resident students
the University of Rhode Island $1125
the University of Connectlcutt $690
and the University of Maine, presently
considering an across-the-board in
crease, $10"0.
The last tuition hike went into ef
fect in September. The increase was
announced in late January after Uni
versity President John McConnell told
a Governor’s budget hearing he planned
to recommend an out-of-state tuition
hike, commensurate with the cost of
education.
In August, 1968, the Board of Trus
tees approved the “ cost of education”
tuition formual, saying adjustments in
out-of-state tuition would be made
every other year if necessary, be
ginning in September 1969.
The footnote was added to the Uni
versity appropriations near the close
of last year’s legislative session. A
conference committee which ironed out
discrepancies between House and Se
nate state appropriations bills, tacked
on the addendum, upstaging the 1968
plan of the UNH Board of Trustees.
The tuition hike affects only students
at the Durham campus. Non-resident
tuition at Keene and Plymouth is under
consideration.

N.H. now 50th

in support of
higher eduration
by Jonathan Hyde

New Hampshire gives less financial
support to its higlaer education pro
gram than any other state, according
to the latest annual report issued by
the National Association of State Uni
versities and Land Grant Colleges.
The report, prepared by Dr. M.M.
Chambers of Illinois State University
shows New Hampshire’s contribution of
$10.7 million for operating expenses
in 1970 ranks 50th in the nation. The
state’s .per capita tax contribution of
$14.99 is also last - $15.67 below
the national average.
The preface of the report reads,
“ Increasingly, students and their pa
rents are being asked to pay a larger
proportion of the total cost of edu
cation at public universities. In the
current year for example, tuition and
required fees increased 16.5 per cent
at state and land-grant colleges. While
institutions sought to avoid major in
creases in charges to students, the
failure of many legislatures to pro
vide requested and needed funds forced
numerous increases on the eve of the
1969- 70 academic year.”
UNH increased in-state tuition by
$180 and non-resident tuition by $200
for 1969-70, and a further $ '00 .in
crease for non-resident tuition lor
1970- 71 has recently been confirmed
by the UNH Board of Trustees.
President John W. McConnell said,
“ I don’t think that tuition can continue
to Increase at the rate it has been
for the last four years.”
The tuition Increases will “ hurt
the middle Income students first,”
according to Jane Stearns, financial
aids officer. “ I’ve never worried about
low income students,” she added, ex
plaining that they are eligible for Edu
cational Opportunity Grants, a federally
funded program.
Norman W. Meyers, vice president
treasurer, explained that the principal
sources of income for the University
are state aid, student tuition and fees.
“ If the state does not come through
it must result in continuously rising
tuition,” he said. Commenting on other
sources of funds, Meyers said “ pri
vate giving can be significant but it
will take time to build up.”
Meyers said he thought it was neces
sary for the University to get more
money
or
“ abandon concept of
quality. . . back to mediocrity or worse.
I don’t believe people realize where we
stand. . . I’m convinced that the only
reason that the U.S. has a higher
standard of living than any other coun
try is due to the education of the
m asses.”
McConnell does not view the trend
of declining state support to UNH as
permanent. “ We are coming to the
end of a period when there has been
tremendous resistance to increase in
state expenditures- - an unwillingness to
provide new revenue sources. When
the break comes, there will be an op
portunity to move on to much higher
levels of education.”
(continued on page 8)
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Extension Service refutes
claim of flagrant spending
college, the vice-president, the
president and the Board of Trust
by T o m Keller
ees. “ I don’t say all of them do
Edward J . Durnall, director a good job, though,” added Dur
of the University Extension Ser nall.
Trevor Colbourn, dean of the
vice, recently refuted claims
made by the Manchester “ Union Graduate School and professor of
history,
had reservations about
Leader” that Extension Service
Extension Service salaries and
professors are overpaid.
As part of its attack on flagrant professors.
“ I feel present extension sal
University spending, the “ Union
Leader” charged that certain aries are a shade higher than
professors recelyfe “ lucrative most of their competition.” How
Extension Service paychecks” in ever, Colbourn indicated more
concern, for professors who use
addition to regular salaries.
The Manchester paper also al extension positions for economic
“ Economic in
leged that extension positions advancement.
were being offered instead of sal ducement is quite substantial. At
ary increases. The paper said least to induce some to teach for
the service acted as a “ reyrard stipends.”
Colbourn questioned whether a
system” for those professors
professor
could successfully
who are continually rehlred.
Durnall
explained that the teach in an extension post and
Extension Service is not state perform his other duties. “ A
supported.
“ We are strictly faculty member does many other
self-sufficient,” he said. “ All things. He has to maintain his
supporting funds come from in own scholarship. And he may
dividual extension tuition, not wish to write and publish in
addition to teaching two or three
from the state.”
If he’s going to be
Durnall emphasized that the courses.
Extension Service is a business participating in extension, some
organization which does not pro thing is going to give. The Uni
fit in doling out “ lucrative pay-; versity has to give up something
checks.” “ As far as rewarding in return,” said Colbourn.
Dean Colbourn suggested that
professors, we don’t intend to,
we can’t afford it.” he said. regular University courses be
consolidated with an extension
Salaries not fixed
He noted that his department course. If a professor teaches
cannot
raise a professor’s four courses, for example, one
salary. “ We don’t fix the sal extension course would be in
aries. Professors are paid a rate cluded in the four course load.
proportional to their individual This system would balance the
salaries as UNH instructors,” professor’s load, as well as pro
viding the Extension Service with
he said.
The Extension Service has also a variety of subjects.
Enrollment in extension cour
come under attack by the state
paper for allowing professors to ses cannot always be guaranteed.
teach e'tenslon courses several If a professor found himself with
out any people to teach, he would
consecutive semesters, thus pre
venting other instructors from be overpaid for teaching only his
three regular daytime courses.
the additional income.
David F. Long, professor of
Need for relevancy
Colbourn hopes the extension
history, was cited by Durnall as
one of the few who has taught program will achieve more rele
extension courses consistently. vancy towards its students by
“ Extension courses involve a providing more programs. “What
different type of clientele. They can a student get now except a
have to be taught by exceptionally mess of credits,” he said. “We
good people. We try to screen need extension courses that are
out the professor who is less in reasonably coherent and relate to
teresting to the person who has the student,” he added.
been working all day,” said Dur
David W. Ellis, associate of the
office of the vice-president, felt
nall.
He emphasized that the Exten that extension salaries were fair.
sion Service only pays professors “ I feel it is a good, adequate
proportionately to their Uni wage.”
Ellis denied that extension po
versity income. A professor’s
Income is recommended by his sitions were being offered instead
departmental chairman, and is of salary increases. “ It’s not
then approved by the dean of the true. Promotions are not being
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Art department appears a dim portrait

used in lieuof salary increases.”
Ellis believes that a professor
need not let his extension teach
ing hurt his University contribu
tion. “ His regular duties will be
impaired if he lets them be im
paired. It is an individual
m atter.”
He agreed with Dean Colbourn
that the Extension Service should
strive
for more
relevancy
through the program approach.
“ We need a number of different
faculty for different programs,”
he said.

by Michael Comendul
Staff Reporter_________

Increasing student demand
coupled with the budget squeeze,
inadequate space, limited per
sonnel, and aging equipment has
transformed the University art
department into one of the finest
student-juggling acts on campus.
Not only is there no longer
room for non-art majors, who
have tried unsuccessfully semes
ter after sem ester to break into
the department, but a rt majors
themselves are being shuffled
about the pre-registration wait

Weekly church attendance here
suffers from student dropouts
Churches crowded with stu
dents have become things of the
past like fish-finned automobiles,
mid-calf skirts and bobby socks.
The Boston “ Globe” recently
published a poll reporting a de
cline in weekly church attendance
from a 1958 peak of 49 per ceiit
among all adults in the nation to a
record low in 1969 of42 per cent.
Not unexpectedly, the highest
drop was found in the 21-29 age
group, which reported a fall from
48 per cent to 33 per cent, a
15-point decline.
Reverend Albert Snow, whoha«
been at St. George’s Episcopal
Church for ten years, said, “ I
think that there has been a de
cline. We see evidence here of
a national trend, but the reasons
are different.”
Reverend Snow ex-plained that
the University over the decade
has become “ ...more and more of
a weekday college. There are no
more Saturday classes, and fewer
kids stay around the campus on
weekends.”
“ Part of the decline,” he con
tinued, “ is the church’s own fault.
We have not been concerned with
the best type of religious educa
tion. Students come here with
only third and fourth grade levels
of religious education. Too much
emphasis has been put on sym
bols. rather than on the reality
behind them.”
Reverend Snow suggested a
third cause for the drop in church
attendance. “ At any college,”
he remarked, “ you have a certain
amount of pseudo-intellectualism. You see it in the students...
but also sometimes in the fa
culty. Many faculty members
themselves, I think, have little
knowledge about Christianity, and
they take raps at theChurch with
out the foggiest notion about what
they’re talking of. and thi.s i.s
impressive to the students who
often don’t have the intellectual
capacity to challenge them.”
TEACHERS

b y David Whall

Dan Mariaschin, president of
the University’s Hlllel chapter,
commented that much of the de
cline was due to “ ...preoccupa
tion among a vast number of
college students... with other
things. With causes like civil
rights and the war, ” Mariaschin
said, “ people know what they are
working for. Religion requires
patience, and these are Impatient
tim es.”
Students more aware

Sister Francesca of St. Thomas
gave her reasons for change over
the
past decade in student
participation in church services
and organizations. “ I think stu
dents are becoming more aware
and concerned with the issues of
our times, and they don’t see
the Church involved... they see
it preaching but not always in
volved.”
“ Many students,” Sister Fran
cesca added, “ take a vacation
from religion when they come to
college and reassess their own
values and what they believe.
They have to find a faith of their
own, and they feel free from par
ental supervision to search for
something meaningful to them.”
Several students offered ans
wers paralleling those of Sister
Francesca, Dan Mariaschin, and
Rev. Snow, but they also ex
pressed a common measure of
boredom and
disenchantment
with religion.
“ Mass was a drag,” said
freshman Gary Gullmet when
asked why he no longer attends
church regularly. He believes
most students do not attend be
cause they “ ...aren’tgettingany
thing out of it, so why bother to
go?”
Holly Hascall. a junior, re-plied that she no longer accepts
traditional religious concepts.
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lars worth of junked equipment.
In the near future that course
will be moved to a renovated
chicken coop. To replace one of
the battered kilns would cost
$5,000.
Personnel is a fourth problem.
The department will add two new
people next sem ester. Zabarsky
is Interested in bringing experi
enced and talented instructors
to the University. More than
that the teachers must be adept
in more than one area to meet the
strange needs of the University’s
department. It is understaffed in
all areas.
“ One person—the
right person—in an upper level
course,” said Zabarsky, “ will
open up other sections of drawing
and basics (the lower level
courses).”
The main fault of the depart
ment, explained Zabarsky, is that
it has not grown out of one strong
basic program, for example de
sign or drawing, but rather is a
patchwork attempt of past ad
ministrations to service broad
student needs. The entire depart
ment lacks “ sequence in depth”
in design, drawing and painting.
When students conclude the one
or two introductory courses in
drawing, for example, said Za
barsky, there are no advanced
courses for them. It is these
students who crowd into intro
ductory courses In other crafts
or modes of art, and thus the
waiting lists.
“ Art has always had a slight
ly bastardized place in society,”
said Zabarsky. “ We’ve s p re ^ ,
as have many universities, to
service the entire school.” Art
has always been thought of as an
avocation rather than a concept
of education. “ There Is a visual
language,” said Zabarsky. It Is
(continued on page 8)

Senate establishes new
women’s curfew policy
The University Senate modified
existing curfew regulations re
cently to give freshman women
a self-imposed curfew and volun
tary sign-out beginning at the
start of the reading period.
The change in policy reflects
a decision by the Student Welfare
Committee to examine the practi
cality of the curfew system.
In the correspondence accom
panying Its recommendations for
curfew changes, the committee
said it was concerned “ that
curfews do not necessarily solve
the problems which they are in
tended to handle.” The com
mittee plans to examine more
constructive solutions to the
problems to which curfews are
addressed, the communique said.
The Student Welfare Com
mittee agreed that nothing is to
be gained from continuing the
curfew throughout the entire
freshman year. It hopes that a
thorough study of curfew-related
problems will result in a more
constructive proposal, to become
effective next September.
Ruth Hurley, assistant dean of

students, said this did not nec
essarily mean the eventual elimi
nation of curfews for all freshman
women. Miss Hurley, in favor
of a curfew for both men and wo
men during their first semester,
said a Resident Hall Advisory
Council study made earlier this
year revealed that the majority
of coeds approved of a curfew
for first semester freshman wo
men.
The nature of the reading per
iod, with its need for a more flex
ible schedule, makes the reading
period the “ logical” time to
allow freshmen a self-imposed
curfew, she added. “ By the end
of Christmas, students know the
demands made on them by the
University and are capable of
deciding their hours for them
selves.”
A second modification passed
by the Senate, also at the recom
mendation of the Student Welfare
Committee, permits a selfimposed curfew and voluntary
slgn-out to freshman women aged
twenty and over.
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barsky has just recently been
named chairman of the a rt de
partment.
The 250 declared art majors
are supported by 11 full-time and
four part-tim e teachers. Some
a re working up to 16 hours In
class a week. Problems in teach
ing, space, and equipment, neces
sitate small classes.
“ People can’t see In my room
when there are more than 22 stu
dents in it,” said John Hatch,
who teaches painting and graph
ics. These introductory courses
require “ individual criticism ”
which could not be given in large
classes.
Mrs. Winifred Shaw, who
teaches weaving, jewelry and
metalsmlthing, is limited by
equipment. She has 12 looms and
can
accommodate
about 24
students.
The photography course, under
Richard M erritt’s direction, is
limited in this same way. He has
only 14 darkrooms available.
Furthermore, M erritt is not a
fulltime teacher. Sixty per cent
of his salary is paid by the Uni
versity for operating the sub
sidized University Photo Ser
vice. Only 40 per cent of his
salary is a teaching reward.
The difficulty ultimately rests
with the budget, but more im
mediately In four areas.
There are a limited number of
Introductory courses which are
required of majors and con
tinually result in a back-up of
students.
The design of Paul Creative
A rts Center yields limited class
room, space. The rooms cannot
handle more than 24 students
comfortably.
The expense of new equipment
is a deterrent to expansion. Cur
rently the sculpture course opm&tes to a garage with 400 dol

Students not less religious

Some people, however, do not
believe that students are any less
“ religious” than they were adecade ago. “ Isee ...studentsprac
tice Christianity in non-church
organizations,” remarked Rev.
Snow.
“ The student Is more religious
than he was ten years ago. For so
long, Christianity was providing
answers to unasked questions.
Students are asking better ques
tions, and the Church Is obligated
to speak to these matters. This
Is a far different endeavor than
playing Church. Now you must
back up words with actions,” he
continued.
“ Religion is a very broad
term ,” said Sister Francesca.
“ It is a concern for people, and
concern can be expressed by an
SDS group or a Church organi
zation. The two are not that dif(continued on page 5)
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“ When I was In high school,”
she pointed out, “ a minister said
people must join the church or
they cannot do any good in the
world. I just don’t believe that.”
• “ I became disillusioned be
cause of the religion I was in,”
said Dave McCarthy. “ Some
where in high school I was turned
off by religion.”
Students had varied responses
when asked what characterized
the minority who attends church
regularly.
One senior, aprospective sem
inary student, believes it Is pri
marily “ ... the fundamentalists
who go. I think the ones who do
go are sincere and not hypo
critical about it.”
Senior Robin Snodgrass feels
she has observed a decline in
church-going by students during
her three years at UNH, and
maintains that “ ...the people who
re sist change go to church. They
don’t like change.”

DARTMOUTH
M E D IC A L SCHOOL
R E S E A R C H E R S seek information on stresses
which confront college students. We need a
list of life situations which students find
stressful, e.g. flunking out, running out of
money, being jilted by girl friend, parents
divorce, etc. All ranges of difficulty are
necessary from the most mild to the very
severe. Be specific. We will pay $1.00 for each
acceptable item. In case of duplications, only
1st entry will be accepted. Confidentially
guaranteed. Send dated suggestions with your
return address to P.O. Box 44, Hanover, N.H. '
03755.

T e a c h i ng opportunities
f o r b e g in n in g and
experienced candidates in
private schools coast to
coast. Education courses
not required. Write.

WENTWORTH
VOLVO

ing lists for Introductory courses
in ceramics, weaving, wood
working, and sculpture.
The waiting list for photo
graphy became so involved and
unfair to the upperclassmen that
any positions remaining after the
art majors have registered for
the course are filled by a random
lottery drawing.
Raffling seats may be the
answer to the art department’s
Increasingly tangled situation.
Is the program suffering?
“ Well,” Melvin J . Zabarsky
said, smiling, but truthfully, “ we
offer a B.A. with a limp.” Za-

Tal. 77J-5R75

DESSERTS - ICE CREAM - SUNDAES
PUDDING - PIE - FRAPPES - TONIC

DOW N UNDER PUB
Now Featuring
Speedy Businessmens Lunch
Served Daily 11:30-2:00

Wall to wall carpeting
Kitchenette facilities
Utilities included
Washers and Dryers
Janitorial Services
Parking

Stop by or call

Campus Realty
47 Main St.
868-2797
or write
5 Strafford Ave. Corp.
P.O. Box 567
Durham, N.H.
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Advice for buying used car:
be curious (lemon yellow)
consider the car for rejection.
2. Probe by thumb or finger
pressure along the lower edges
of body, doors, and trunk area
for signs of weakened or rusted
metal. Pimples or flaking of
paint, as well as actual rust
spots, are indications of internal
rusting, which is difficult and
expensive to repair structurally.
3. Run windows up and down;
if they don’t work, repair is
fairly expensive. Open the doors
and close them without slamming;
if they don’t seem to fit, or if
they sag, drop down on opening,
or must be slammed to close,
they will usually be hard to fix
and, worse, may indicate a bent
frame.
4. Look at a car’s interior for
signed of hard usage or abuse,
and at all five tires. If the tires
are badly worn—or new-look
ing—any late model hasprobably

Convenient transportation is a
necessity for most people; but if
you’re a college student with a
used car you probably have to
fight faulty batteries, rusting
bodies, and valve jobs in order to
get where you want to go. If
that’s the case, maybe you can
solve many of those potential
problems by being more careful
the next time you shop for a used
car.
Nearly every used car is on
the market because its owner has,
for one reason or another, be
come dissatisfied with it, or
with its future prospects.
A carefully chosen used car
can provide relatively low-cost
transportation, because its high
early depreciation has already
taken place. Almost any repair
except a badly rusted-out body is
likely to cost less than the yearly
depreciation on a new or nearly
new car. But the older a car Is,
the more likely It is to be out of
service and in the repair shop.
Don’t be fooled by odometer
readings, or by shiny appear
ances.
Used-car dealers are
much more likely to spend money
on cosmetic treatments—paint,
polish, new floor mats—than on
mechanical repairs.
Used-car
guarantees take
various forms. The dealer may
guarantee the cost of repairs, in
cluding or not including the re 
placement parts, for a specified
period, usually 30 days. Or seller
and buyer may agree to share the
cost of repairs. Whatever the
form of guarantee, be sure that
you get a copy signed by an of
ficer of the firm—and be assure
as you can be of the firm.
If you are financing your pur
chase, here are some points to
remember:
Carrying charges in timepayment contracts for used cars
nearly always are higher than
for new cars.
Assuming you can’t pay cash,
you should shop for your finan
cing loan as thoroughly as for the
car itself.
The best source
is a bank or credit union.
Buy your insurance separately,
not as a part of the time-pay
ment sales contract.
Read all the fine print. Do
not sign either a car-purchase
agreement or a loan agreement
until all details are written in
and you understand them all.
Never sign a blank contract.
Get a signed copy of your
contract and hang onto it.

The Age of plastic,
day-glo Aquarius

run up at least 20,000 miles.
Unevenly worn treads on any
wheel indicate that the front end
has been, or is, out of line.
5. P ress your foot steadily on
the brake pedal for a minute or
so.
If it sinks slowly under
It is the dawning of the Age of
pressure, there is hydraulic Aquarlus.’..and Pisces andCaprlleakage.
corn and Sagittarius and Libra...
6. Start the engine. Check all
And Madison Avenue isn’t about
instruments, or flashing lights
and gauges, to make sure they to let you forget it.
Astrology, like politics and re 
are functioning. A warning light
or ammeter can show that the ligion, has long been a part of
man’s
heritage. But until re 
generator is not charging.
cently, astrology was a personal
Stoop facing a front wheel,
thing.
For
some it was a vague
grasping it at the top with both
mystical belief whose meaning
hands.
Shake it to and from
wasn’t quite clear, while for
you with vigor. Clunking sounds,
others, the position of the stars
or a lot of free play, is a sign
was a source of predictions to be
of loose or worn wheel bearings
devoutly
followed.
or of worn suspension joints.
8. Push down rhythmically at
But now astrology has left the
one corner of the car at a tim e,, realm of stars and personal be
liefs, and has entered the realm
(continued on page 6)
of black light, plastic, and day
glo paint. Under the influence of
Increasing commercialism, the
same cars that have decals of
the American flag in the rear
window, and plastic statues of
Jesus bobbing on the dashboard,
also have 69(i plastic astrology
book key rings dangling from
strikes against me when I came the ignition. Available in a choice
here.
One, being black and of five mod colors, of course.
the other, being a woman.” Con
cerning her second “ pitfall” she
continued, “ I’m probably not able
to judge, not being a strongly
ambitious person. There are
certain advantages in not being
ego-driven like most men. Pos
sibly a different kind of woman
would react more strongly.”
Mrs. Adams has found that in
her counseling of black students,
a majority of blacks dislike the
University, but they consider it a
“ means to an end” or a meal
ticket to the outside world.
When questioned as to the rea
son they came to UNH, she re
sponded that most blacks don’t
have many options in choosing a
college. Consequently when they
were recruited as a part of the
new UNH program along with
financial assistance, they ac
cepted.
“ It was also an opportunity to
see another side of life,” she con
cluded.
Mrs. Adams lives in Durham
with her husband, Emile Adams,
who is studying for his M aster’s
degree in the Whittemore School
of Business and Economics.

First black adm inistrator
cites need for more
black students at UNH
“When the University decided
to recruit black students, they
realized
that they needed to
create a situation to accommo
date their needs,’’ explained Mrs.
Myrna Adams, assistant to the
academic vice-president.
“ I’m trying to define my role
as I go,’’ she explained. Mrs.
Adams, formerly a counselor at
Malcolm X University in Chicago,
became the University’s first
black administrator last Septem
ber. She is also an assistant
professor in Spanish.
Her functions as administrator
include designing a program for
black students and introducing
courses that would be meaningful
to blacks. “We’ve put together a
situation at UNH which is not to
tally negative, but there is a
great need for more black stu
dents.’’
She likes the terrain and topo
graphy of the Durham area, but
added, “ it’s not particularly edu
cationally or culturally stimu
lating, although it has really good
potential which is very under
developed.’’
Mrs. Adams said that aside
from her involvement with black
students, she does not feel very
much part of the University. She
considers her greatest adjust
ment the transition from a pre
dominantly black to a predomlnatly white environment, and from
an urban to rural setting. “ I
miss the life in a black com
munity.” .
“ Someone said T h a d tw o

On the lot tests

1. Study highlights and re 
flections along body sides (omit
ting fenders) and top. Repainted
or ripply areas on the sheet
metal indicate possible damage
>tb the car’s basic structure;

I

b y Nancy Hayden

In simpler times, you could
feel content playing cards or
talking to friends in your room,
with
candles dimly lighting
posters of your favorite actor or
sex symbol.
Now a black light strobe flashes
on the psychedelic colors of zod
iac posters, while the room fills
with smoke from zodiac incense.
You can write a letter to a
friend (carefully chosen by compatability of astrological signs)
on zodiac stationery, light the
sealing wax with zodiac matches,
and finish by imprinting the wax
with a signet of your own astrolo
gical sign.
In the meantime, your friends
can play poker with a deck of
cards beautifully decorated with
the signs of the zodiac, smoke ci
gars from an El Producto zodiac
cannister, and pour coffee from
a pot resting on a zodiac tile,
while wiping up any spills with
zodiac napkins.
The record industry is also
capitalizing on the revived in
terest in astrology. The Fifth
Dimension and the cast of the
Broadway musical “ H air” have
made “ Aquarius” famous. The
Supremes have made the signs
of the zodiac the basis for one of
their songs, and the Monkees have
titled an album “ Pisces, Aquar
ius, Capricorn, and Jones, Ltd.”
The A & M record company
has released a complete set of
12 albums about astrology, one
record for each sign of the zodiac.
The companypromlsesto take you
on “ a dramatic, inspirational
and poetic odyssey through the
characteristics and possibilities
of your sign, accompanied by the

incredible music of the Moog
Synthesizer.”
Each album informs you of your
character, your favorite colors,
your lucky days, your love life,
and, “ if you listen, you may hear
Jupiter align with M ars.”
If you are in any doubt about
your birthstone, lucky numbers,
compatibility with other people,
or how you should conduct your
life, you will have no trouble find
ing the needed Information.
For the person in a hurry,
many newspapers contain daily
columns of one or two sentence
predictions, with special em
phasis on persons having birth
days on that particular day.
The WNAC-TV Sunday night
newscast also includes predic
tions for the week, giving lucky
and unlucky days for each in
dividual sign.
For the more leisurely reader,
paperback books are available
for each sign of the zodiac.
Most of these books are very
general and can be Interpreted
to fit anyone’s description.
But if one book seems to be
completely wrong, there are al
ways several more to turn to.
For example, most books de
scribe Virgo as being cold, cal
culating, critical, and unrespon
sive.
However, after careful
search, one book was discovered
which maintains that underneath
the cold veneer, Virgo is burn
ing with a white-hot passion.
For the true believers in as
trology as a source of pre
dictions governed by the stars,
there are full-length, hard-cover
books containing charts of the
sun, the moon, and the constella

tions. With these charts, and
quite a bit of Intricate calcula
tion, you can determine your
own predictions.
But again, modern technology
has stepped in. For about $20,
a computer will give you a com
plete detailed description of
yourself and your place in the
scheme of the zodiac.
Whether you are a devout be
liever in astrology as it used to
be, a total skeptic, or simply
undecided, plastic astrology is
now a brightly-colored part of
your life.
But whatever your astrological
status, you may want to take a
deeper look. According to the
1970- “ Old Farm ers’ Almanac,”
“ each constellation now occupies
the space its neighbor to the
right did nineteen centuries ago,”
and astrologers haven’t taken
this into account.
So before you buy your Scorpio
key ring, your Scorpio note paper,
and calculate your Scorpio per
sonality, you’d better check the
stars.
You may be a Libra.
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ANNOUNCES
Fare Increase for Students & Militory

ONE WAY ROUND TRIP -

Come as you are!

$6
$10

Increase dee to rising costs

Now’s the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This couJd be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you asked! It’s our management
development program for graduates with bachelors’ or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa.'Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin’ to go, they re
port to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then, onward and upward!
Where would YO U fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it;
M E CH AN IC AL ENGINEERING-Engineering or me
chanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabri
cating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Ship
building Department. Also; Sales or Research.
M E TA LLU R G IC A L ENGINEERING-Metallurgical de
partments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and super
visory positions in steeimaking departments and rolling
milts. Also; Research or Sales.
CH E M IC A L ENGINEER S— Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of by
product chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineer
ing and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking opera
tions. Also; Research or Sales.
IN DUSTRIAL ENGIN EER IN G — Positions in steel plants,
fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steel
making, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating opera
tions. Also; Sales.
CIVIL EN GINEER ING— Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments m engineering, field erection, or works
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assign
ments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales DepsHlment
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technicaf service to architects and engineers).

E L EC TR IC A L E N G IN EER IN G -Steel plant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical en
gineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and elec
tronic equipment. Also; Research or Sales.
MINING EN GINEER ING— Our Mining Department op
erates coal and iron ore mining operations and lime
stone quarries, many of which are among the most
modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man
activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining en
gineers. Also; Research.
NAVAL A R C H ITE C TS AN D M ARINE E N G IN E E R S Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central
Technical Division, our design and engineering organi
zation. Also; Traffic.
O TH ER TE C H N IC A L D E G R E E S -E v e ry year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Senior^ enrolled in such curricula are encour
aged to sign up for an interview.
A C C O U N TA N TS — Graduates in accounting or business
administration (24 hours of accounting are preferred)
are recruited for training for supervisory assignments
in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
O TH E R N O N -TE C H N IC A L DEGR EES-Graduates with
degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department.
Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings in steel plantoperationsan(iotherdepartments.

W H EN Y O U SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, “ Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course.’’ It tells it like it is.

B E TH LE H E M S T E E L
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Out-of-state, 6ut-of-sight
If you are an out-of-state student, you
probably overcame odds of nine-to-one to
win a seat at the University and the
privilege of a UNH education.
The price of that privilege is high. You
pay the second highest non-resident tuition
in the nation. You go to school in a state
where the p o litical and intellectual
atmosphere contrasts sharply with the
values of higher education. You live eight
months of the year in a state which regards
non-residents with a frightening paranoia.
Next year you will pay $1775 in tuition.
No matter how much you would like to
fight that increase, you haven’t got a leg to
stand on. You are facing cold, logical,
political reasoning: the University asks
non-resident students to pay the cost of
their education; it is unreasonable to
require New Hampshire taxpayers to sub
sidize the education of an out-of-state stu
dent.
You can’t fight the tuition, but the other
two conditions may lessen the value of that
tuition. And that is something to fight.
The Manchester “Union Leader,’’ which
sets the state’s political mood, has attacked
the University as a “liberal institution”
where students live in whorehouses and
where faculty are paid exhorbitant salaries.
The “Union Leader” has also continually
thwarted efforts to implement a broad base
tax, which the state so urgently needs to
adequately support the University as well
as other state agencies.
Without financial support from the state,
the University will not be able to return the
dollar value of your education. In fact, you
will be subsidizing the education of New
Hampshire students, for your money will,
in effect, balance the discrepancy between
w hat you pay and what the in-state
student, with the state appropriation, pays.
President McConnell announced to the
University Senate earlier this year that the
U niversity is encouraging out-of-state
transfer admissions to certain departments

where vacancies exist. The extra tuition
funds will help balance the budget.
The second condition is New Hampshire
provincialism, which can make you feel
you are in a foreign country. Either the
University wants you for your money or it
doesn’t want you at all.
The legislature constantly nags the
University administration about its 25 per
cent out-of-state admission quota. One
influential House member thinks the quota
should be between five and ten per cent.
One UNH administrator has observed
that citizens are skeptical of out-of-state
influence on the state’s native sons and
daughters.
The ever-present political and provincial
influences are usually subtle, except during
periods of unusual political activity.
The Governor’s task force report was
issuedWednesday.lt may create some of the
most unusual political activity the state has
ever seen. In addition, there will be more
budget crises, more battles with the legislatu-re, m ore battles with the “Union
Leader.”
If, as an out-of-state student, you think
New Hampshire politics is of no concern to
you, you had better think again. During the
coming debate over the task force report
and the special legislative session due in
February, think about the pinch in your
pocketbook next September. Think about
how you are going to find still another
$200 for tuition. Think about joining in
sta te stu d en ts in political action to
maintain the quality of this institution.
You really can’t measure the value of an
education in dollars and cents until the
quality drops; then you can find a direct
correlation. If you sit idly by, convinced
you are powerless as a non-resident, while
the quality of UNH drops, you are just as
guilty as the legislature, whose negligence
threatens to lock this University in the 60’s
while the rest of the world confronts a new
decade.

The dialogue dilemma
December 9, 1969: Several hours after
they left Huddleston Hall, 12 Coalition
occupiers protesting G.E. recruiters on
campus were Issued Injuctions. The court
orders are an attempt by the University to
p ro h ib it any fu rth e r obstructionist
practices which serve to disrupt normal
University functioning.
The Coalition (consisting of members
from SDS, ELF, and other students on the
radical fringe) demanded of the University
“that no company recruiters be allowed to
recruit on campus while that company is
on strike.” In effect the protestors were
asking that the University symbolically
honor the picket lines of the 147,000 G.E.
workers on strike.
Our administration’s posiure during this
24-hour period was that of watch dog.
Reinforcements from within faculty and
administrative offices were sought and
obtained. A curious point was that very
seldom did the man in charge. Dean of Stu
dent Affairs Richard Stevens, communicate
or enter into a discussion with the demon
strators. At the end of the 24-hour period,
the protestors left the building unheralded.
Only later in the day were the injunctions
served.
This whole matter of administrative
approach is rather appalling from an
intellectual community point of view. One
might expect student protestors to be
adamant in their refusal to compromise or
even discuss their actions. But for a group
of University administrators’ approach to
be so short-sighted is an uncomfortable
thought.
Following a two-hour special Executive
C ouncil m eeting called by President
McConnell, the group walked to Hud
dleston Hall to confront the occupiers with
the administration’s decision. During the
40-m inute confrontation, neither the
administrators nor the students sought
alternative ways of settling the recruiting
policy question. President McConnell
remained firm in his conviction that the
Recruitment Policy Report of the Univer
sity Senate last spring covered such
demonstrations.
In effect what took place was 40
m inutes o f face-to-face, rhetoric-filled
monologues. The administrators finally

left, satisfied in their preconceptions that
the protestors were unapproachable for
rational dialogue.
^
I he truth, however, is that neither group
contemplated engaging in rational dialogue,
A strict polarization of attitudes became
immediately emphatic.
Huddleston occupiers as well as adminis
trators displayed extreme cases of paranoia.
Neither side was willing to look beyond
that present situation or to delve more
deeply in the discussion. Both were content
to live our their fantasies.
This position of failing to look beyond
at all the implications of a situation can be
expected of students. Administrators can
not and should not be allowed to assume
such a posture in student unrest.
It is curious that the only faculty
accompanying official administrators to the
confrontation were those with responsibil
ity to administrative roles within the Uni
versity structure. (Phillip Nicolof, Senate
E xecutive Council chairman, Thomas
Marshall, chairman of Faculty Caucus, Paul
Bruns, president of University Senate.
Where were the concerned faculty, those
with some notion as to the radical code,
posture and operation. Where were the
John Donovans,
Val Duseks, Bob
Winstons, Peter Sylvesters, Peter Savages?
Surely they weren’t rocking the boat. Nor
were they asked to mediate the matter by
our insightful administration.
For that matter where were the students
who condemn SDS? They were outside
Huddleston Hall at 11 p.m. December 8
throwing mud at the building and exclaim
ing, “Come out you chickens.” When asked
by the Coalition to discuss the matter of
the occupation they replied, “Shit no, we
want to throw mud.” Nice attitude for a
college student present at this university to
get an “education.”
If the total posture of administrators,
faculty and students is anti-discussion, and
anti-debate on the issues which threaten to
disrupt this university, then we may as well
disassociate ourselves from the title univer
sity (community of active intellectuals.)
When will we see clear of entangling our
selves in unresolved confrontation. Nothing
is settled by heavy-handed maneuverings.
Will we ever learn.
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Education needs
In a recent article, Jacques
Barzun, professor of history at
Columbia University, stated that
"the American university (has)
begun to lose Its soul. . . such
(Is) the Institution that a couple
of years’ violence have made
Into a historical memory.” (Sa
turday Review, Nov. 15, 1969,
p. 61).
What Is this “ soul” which
higher education has lost? What
should UNH have in common with
Aretha Franklin and LerolJones?
Life. The somethlng-beyonditself of learning. What col
lege, supposedly, is all about.
Sure, you say, education today
Is concerned with life. Students
learn to become doctors, law
yers, teachers. Good doctors,
lawyers and teachers. They even
learn how to be good nurses and
good housewives.
That’s fine. The world needs
good doctors, lawyers, teachers,
nurses and housewives.
j o r i d laiso needs, a
lot of good people. And what
American universities seem to
forget today is that behind docdoctorslawyersteachersnurseshousewlves are human beings. Ho
mo sapiens—playing out their
roles but homo sapiens all the
same.
Behind all the role-playing lies
the struggle we all must indivi
dually face,
whether we are

Closed courses
deny liberal
education
Once again the biannual course
close out is upon the students
of UNH. Once again powerless
professors will hear the whines
and pleas of a student body who
cannot even make a viable al
ternative to courses outside of
their major field. I am speci
fically speaking of Liberal Arts
majors.
During my freshman and so
phomore years, I felt untouched
by this problem for I was bu
sily filling my requirements, like
any good student, which were
being thrown at me from all
sides.
Now that I have ful
filled those University require
ments and those of my major,
I should look forward to com
pleting my “ liberal” education
with the already small selection
from the Liberal A rts college.
But this is not the case at UNH,
Trudging from one arts of
fice to another, I was met by
the ever-present reply, “ If your
major isn’t ____, then you can’t
add this course.” And I only
use the arts department as an
example, for this has happened
to me in other fields. This is
an injustice to the students, fa
culty and the entire basis of a
B.A. degree.
I don’t wish to begin a writein contest concerning this state’s
money problems, my out-of-state
tuition, or the incredible in-state
tuition, which I would not tolerate
were I an in-state student. What
I wish to begin is a serious search
into the failure of this university
to meet its obligation to the stu
dent body. Academically, I feel
UNH has failed me and I can
only dissuade those wishing to
come here for the same reasons
which I now protest.
If, in fact, this university is
failing to meet the complete aca
demic needs of the student body,
then we must seriously question
the meaning of the word “ edu
cation.” Is this university, just
a training session leading to a
degree, or should it be an in
stitution whose purpose is to edu
cate and stimulate the minds of
its students?
Allan Hoffman ‘71

sou/,

soys student

president or bowery bum (not
necessarily opposites;. And that
struggle is life. . . existence.
To a limited extent, college
does teach us about life. But
the limitation stems from sup
pressing this ultimate concern,
from compressing college into a
four to six year B.A. factory.
Hello. . . goodbye. . . good luck.
$20,000 a year. Yeh—fantas
tic.
But what do you do about the
family that Mr. $20,000 a year
comes home to after his hard
day in the office? The family
that has grown apart; the kids
who have drifted to drugs; the
wife who (Horrors!) cheats. What
do you do about the boredom that
Mr. $20,000-a-year faces in his
leisure time (of which he is
getting more and more)?
Has his college experience
motivated him to live? Has it
started him towards a wholeness
and

a
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culminate in full rich- adven
ture? For life can be adven
tu re --a James Bond tale on many
levels.
But it can also be an utter
bore. And it is often the guy
who “ makes it” in today’s sys
tem who becomes the most bored.
I am not at all advocating
any violent overthrow of the
American educational system. I
do respect it; it has been good
to me. In fact, it has put me
into position where I dare to
write this letter. It has been
a good parent.
But times are changing, and so

MUB open

am I, and so are you and so
is our world, and our needs in
that world.
Today we have
reached the moon, and Archi
bald McLeish seems to be the
only one who can see its rele
vance beyond financial and sci
entific data.
Today (as always, yet more
than ever before) we must see
the relations between the sci
ences and the humanities. And
we must see relationships within
the sciences and within the hu
manities. For departments are
merely convenient pigeon holes of
knowledge which must be united
into life.
So why not break through the
veil and focus upon life and peo
ple rather than upon jobs and
roles—and perpetuating the sys
tem.
Why not, for example, have
courses focusing on the “ over
whelming questions” and ap
p ro a c h in g
these
questions
through,-the tools. of history, -)!- ’
terature, mathematics, physics,
French, agriculture, etc., etc.
(If you do not understand what
the overwhelming questions are,
you have just proven my point.)
This is just one example I
can suggest many more. But
before we can do anything, we
must realize why we are doing
it. The “ why” is the subject
of this letter.
So let’s bring some soul into
education, some life into our
studies. And perhaps ours can
be a world of HUMAN beings.
Diane Kruchkow

24 hours
for finals

As in the past, the Memorial
Union will provide extended ser
vice during final examinations.
We plan to remain open on a
twenty-four hour per day basis,
except for closing at the normal
time on Saturday night because
of no exams on Sunday.
The entire building, including
Snack Bar, Games Area and the
Reception Desk will be open from
noon on Sunday, January 18 to
11:00 pm on Saturday, January
24. We'will reopen at noon on
January 25 and remain open un
til
7:00 pm
on Thursday,
January 29, 1970. However, if
we do not get adequate student
support to warrant this schedule,
then we may be forced to de
crease these hours to some ex
tent.
,
.. ...iOir Richard .A. Veno
Asst, Direotord
That man, I think, has had a
liberal education. . . who has
been trained in youth that his
body is the ready servant of
his will, and does with ease and
pleasure all the work that, as
a mechanism, it is capable of;
. . . whose mind is stored with
knowledge of the great and fun
damental truths of Nature. . .
who has learned to love all beauty,
whether of Nature or of art, to
have all vileness, and to re
spect others as himself.
T. H. Huxley (1868)

freedom
It being a new year, and a
new decade, it might prove use
ful to suggest certain goals which
libertarians should work for in
the future. Politically speaking,
the 1960’s could be termed a
decade of student activism, a time
when young people became in
creasingly aware of politics, the
influence of it over their lives
and the need to exert pressure
on the system to bring about
change.
There is no doubt that this
activism will be carried over into
the ’70’s. Increasing evidence
shows that, in the future, it will
come more and more from the
“ New Right,” and less and less
from the New Left. The forces
of the New Right are increasing
at a rapid rate, and while SDS
and the New Left become factlonallzed and split-up, YAF and
the New Right remain united.
Furthermore, the New Right is
better organized, better financed,
has better leadership, and is bet
te r co-ordinated. Add to that
the fact that as the New Left
becomes more extreme the New
Right grows more moderate, and
the picture is nearly complete.
Add a few other points (in
creasing publicity, a shift in is
sue-orientation, a growing na
tional reaction against radica
lism, etc.) and it readily becomes
clear that within a relatively
short period of time (perhaps
about two years, maybe less)
the New Right will be THE do
minant force on campus.
What goals should be strived
for? Although some of my col
leagues may disagree with me
on some points, the following
goals are what I feel are the
most important;
At UNH. 1) - The stabili-

zatlon of tuition, and other ex
penses. 2) - The following made
voluntary: eating at UNH dining
halls; freshman phys. ed.; the
student activities fee (for those
who care, $100 of MUSO funds
was appropriated for helping to
cover the cost of the chartered
bus that transported UNH Mo
ratorium protestors to Washing
ton, and money is also used to
support the CIA-backed National
Student Association). 3) - The
extension ofparietalsto24hours;
most dorms co-ed. 4) - An
end to pollution of the stream
which flows through the campus.
In New Hampshire. 1) - A
Governor and a party that sticks
to its campaign promises. 2) The enactment of a broad-based
tax.
3) - A reformed state
legislature. 4) - The voting age
lower.ed to 18; ditto the legal
drinking age.
In the United States. 1) - An
all-out attack on air and water
pollution. 2) - Racial harmony;
an end to racism . 3) - Peace.
4) - Reformed Democratic and
Republican Parties. 5) - The
voting age lowered to 18. 6) Realistic drug laws. 7) - A
volunteer military. 8) - A gua
ranteed annual income (via the
negative tax).
9) - An end to censorship. 10) General de-centralization of go
vernment (power to the people).
In the World.
1) - Peace
and freedom for all nations. 2)A world-wide program to combat
pollution. 3) - Ditto a birthcontrol program. 4) - The eli
mination of hunger, and the era
dication of disease.
That should be enough of a
challenge, even for libertarians.
Robert Faulklngham
State Chairman, NHYAF
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'There is more conformity than ever Writer Weesner re-creates from experience
have recently been published in things Weesner does that the three children. His wife, Sharon,
before’, says sociologist Forbes Bryce
literary magazines; dn “ Es reader does not necessarily said, “ Ted and I have a great
quire,” “ Trainee,” and in the
b y IVIarcia Powers______ J

by Priscilla Barry

“ Your generation has a very
small proportion of autonomous
individuals...there is more con
formity than ever before,” said
Forbes Bryce, professor of so
ciology, about today’s youth.
Pipe in hand, the 54-year-old
former naval commander* leaned
back and explained, “ Being a
conventional animal, I tend to
blame people for what they are.
Fromasociologlcal point of view,
however, they have all been
made.”
“ We have virtually destroyed
child-raising. No longer is there
such a thing as a tension-free
child. There is always pressure
to achieve, to maximize our
selves.” The professor implied
that overscheduling of children,
leaving “ no time to goof off,”
contributes to conformity.
Bryce is contempuous of the
practice of assigning homework
in elementary school, and of
parental
insistence on letter
grades, which contribute to the
pressure on children. He main
tained that “ most students would
be happier in a structured situa
tion with rules set down; rules
not for rules’ sake, but to main
tain social order.”
In higher institutions Bryce
condones co-ed living. He be
lieves there would be enormous
gain in creating an equivalent
for the home.
“ Most adults
overemphasize the biological sex
side of it, ignoring the social
sex side.” He added, “ It might
even be kind of civilizing.”
New ethic needed

The vast change in the family
structure, cohabitation, and the
free relationships between males
and females today are bad, the
professor says, “ because we
don’t have an ethic to go with
them. Noone knows what the new
rules are going to be.”

Sociologist Forbes Bryce
(photo by Hendrick)

The changes stemmed from the
Industrial
Revolution, which
brought an Influx from the coun
tryside to the city, according to
Bryce. Urban renewal also con
tributes to breaking up the in
tegrity of the family.
He approved the state pro
tection of children in Sweden and
Israel, but commented that the
parents then become secondary in
Importance.
Bryce noted the
changing laws in America and
family planning as the prelude
to the same situation.
“ Compulsory
birth control
will come,” he says, “ perhaps
in our time, because of the popu
lation explosion.”
Bryce does not feel that man
datory birth control infringes
on the rights of people. “ Most
people don’t plan their lives any
way. If the state takes so much
interest in the children after they
are born, why shouldn’t they
have an interest in when?’’

Church attendance

volved in society. He feels that
the increased participation of
(continued from page 2)
churches in civil rights and the
ferent from each other in their Vietnam Moratorium “ ...is a
ends as in their means.”
step to where commitment and
“ I don’t think that they are any concern are.”
less
religious,”
commented
“ Religion is reievant,” de
sophomore Charles Blood. He clared Mariaschln, “ but a lot
believes that other activities, depends on who’s running it.”
such as SCORE and VISTA, have Marlachin argued that religious
taken the place of more conven youth groups can be re-organized
tional outlets-of religious activi to express the needs of students
ty. “ If anything, they are more through better discussion groups
religious,” he said.
and seminars.
Some of those que.stioned who
“ These types of organizations
no longer go to church regularly, can act as an avenue of interpre
were once active in church youth tation...and save religion on the
organizations. ■ A senior coed, campus...but right now they have
■Who attends church only when at a
nrtri n o b o d y w a n t s to
nome, Delonged to her parish have anything to do with them,”
Catholic Youth Organization he added.
(CYO) in high school and was
Yet, the churches may have to
also a Christian Confraternity do more than reorganize them
teacher.
selves and reassess their values
Another senior said he had if they desire Increased partici
been to church twice during the pation by the young. They may
past semester, but when younger have to re-educate students on the
he had been a member of the very basic purposes and beliefs
Acolytes, his church’s Youth Fel of Christianity and Judaism.
lowship, and had been a Sunday
One sophomore remarked that
School instructor.
Few proposals were made as to he received reassurance in going
how church attendance might be to church, and others expressed
increased. “ I question whether sincerity in going, but a remark
the desire is to get attendance from one coed might not be at all
numbers up in the old way,” atypical of the mood of at least a
remarked Norm C arrier, a large segment of students: “ I
zoology major, “ The church’s like to go to church because the
job is to improve the quality of the folk masses Inspire me. And
when I’m coming back from the
community.”
altar after ’communion, I get to
involvement needed
John Coughlin, a philosophy look at tiie boys in the pews. A lot
major, maintains the need is for of cute boys go to the Catholic
churches to become more in- m asses.”

Lack of religious influence also
contributes to the dissolving fam
ily structure. Formalized re 
ligion will not survive, Bryce
feels, because there are too many
contradictions. “ We have always
distorted what has been the case.
It (religion) has been Inconsistent
with other learning.”
Civilization collapse

Discussing the future of our
Studied architecture
world, Bryce warned, “ We have
the capability for destroying our
Weesner left high school at 17
selves and whatever we touch.”
and served with the United States
He citedThucydides and Emperor Army in Germany for three
Marcus Aurelius, prophets of years. He spent the following
doom for Athens and Rome. In three years at Michigan State
the past, he says, such fallen College studying architecture,
civilizations have risen again. and his last year studying Eng
However, “ it (civilization) lish. He received his Bachelor
won’t go on for our group.”
of A rts degree there in 1959. In
Pollution, nuclear war, and an 1965 he sold his first story to
enfeebled social structure con the “ Saturday Evening Post,”
tribute to the Inevitable collapse. and received his Master of Fine
The only hope for an endurable A rts degree at Iowa StateCollege.
world is to create a “ society that
Two ofw eesner’s short stories
approximately
reflects what
man’s needs are and gives him tinned, “ The goal of the social
some contentment.” For ex problems course is to make the
ample, according to Bryce, it is students aware of what man really
foolish to talk about man as a is in society, and the arbitrary
peace-loving animal because it nature of social process.”
His real “ hang-up” is getting
is simply not true. To attempt
to set up a society in which people to recognize how things
struggles are abolished will bring actually are. “ The only way to
win is to name the game. We can
inevitable downfall.
He paused for a moment to design much better games if we
speak to a student who gave ap understand how we work.”
Retired after 22 years in the
proval to Bryce’s newly sprouted
beard. “ Yes,” he said, “ I want Navy, Bryce began teaching nine
years
ago, at the age of 45. He
to be able to join either side.”
The .professor, commenting on lives with his wife, the former
his course load, said, “ Sociolo Leslie Barrett, an elomentary
gy 400 is actually a get- school teacher, and two of his
acquainted course, providing a three children at Garland Street
foundation in the area.” He con- in Nottingham, N. H.

understanding and communica
tion. We feel the same way about
a lot of things. He has a great
insight and ability to see through
to what is basic. He looks at life
and its complications with under
standing and a feeling of hope.
He’s wonderful with the chil
dren.”
A romantic person

“ He’s a romantic person. He’s
a sweet darling and a wonderful
person to live with.”
She began to talk about his
writing. “ Hlsbest time for work
ing is in the morning. He doesn’t
like to write in the house.” She
explained that when he w rites he
has to get the family out of his
mind. Now he writes in a small
shed they brought with them from
the farmhouse.
Mrs. Weesner also enjoys New
Hampshire’s mountains, ocean
and weather. “ It’s just that little
bit more uncivilized.”
Weesner spends most of his
time writing. Fiction is his in
terest as opposed to non-fiction
_____ (continued on page 6)
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Part one
' ’ PAUL M cCa r t n e y is a l i v e a n d w e l l . . . m a y b e *
A special rebroadcast o f W KBW 's special documentary on the Paul McCartney
death ru m o rs . . . Part one o f a two part Exclusive to be aired Wednesday, Jan. 14,
1970

. . . and immediately following part o n e . . .

Part two
" PAUL M cCa r t n e y

A DAY IN THE DEATH *

A n answer offered to the m ystery with new evidence and a net theory. Specially
produced for W U N H b y Rick Lee, Dana G ordon and Bruce Nadeau.

'IT'S A L L IN T H E MIND Y 'K N O W ."
— George Harrison
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Graduating Electrical Engineers and Mechani
cal Engineers are invite,d to discuss career op
portunities in research, design, development
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/ Ground Support Equipment / Advanced Com
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rangements in advance through your Placement
Office.
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see.”
John Yount, associate pro
fessor of English, another writ
ing colleague, said, “ He’s great.
He’s a damn fine w riter and a
very disciplined w riter.” And
then he added, “ He’s a very bad
poker player but he loves to
play!”
“ What he w rites,” Yount con
tinued, “ is pretty much auto
biographical. Probably most
w riters depend on more auto
biographical m aterial than they’d
like to admit.”
“ Ted had a tough childhood,
poor as well as hard. It’s given
him a kind of Insight into human
beings. The uneducated, the poor
the lower-middle class Ameri
can, that’s his forte and one of
his strong points as it was Faulk
ner’s ,” he said.
“ He can dosomething that Up
dike can do. He is not often as
sentimental or flowery as Updike.
Ted has a spare style. But he can
achieve the same poignancy as
Updike,” Yount concluded.
Weesner is married and has

W UNH

Direct Color

Norden
luill be on campus

N o rd e n ~

“ Atlantic
Monthly ” “ Irene,
Goodnight.” Another short story,
“ The Hearing,” will be published
in “ The NewYorker” sometime:
in January. He is now working on
his first novel of which the first
draft has been completed. He
prefers its title to be kept as a
surprise.
Many ofw eesner’s writing col
leagues at the University have
professed admiration for his
writing. Donald Murray, pro
fessor of English, described him
as a craftsman. “ The way he
w rites reveals his skill. He
really knows very much what he
is doing all the time. Each sen
tence, each paragraph is very
skillfully done. He’s an authority
in his writing.”
“ I find it Interesting that he
was studying to be an architect
and then went into writing. Hem
ingway once said that prose is
architecture, not interior de
coration,” Murray continued.
“ He’s a tremendous w riter.
I have an appreciation of a lot of

P A R T ONE A IR E D FROM 11 pm - 12 midnite
P A R T TW O A IR E D FROM 12 m id n ite -1 am
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He is a disciplined w riter.
In his farmhouse outside of Dur
ham he rose with the sun, and
many times long before the sun.
He exercised, made his own
breakfast and went outside in the
brisk New Hampshire air to chop
wood for the stove in his barn.
And in his barn, beneath his selfwired lights, he wrote. Some
times all day.
Theodore W. Weesner, a young
34-year-old, is a professional
w riter and assistant professor of
English at the University. He
has left the farmhouse and now
lives in Durham, but continues his
rigorous routine.
/
A native of Michigan, Weesner
came to New Hampshire four
years ago. He chose the Uni
versity of New. Hampshire be
cause of its physical location.
He looked on a map and found it
located near a bay which led to
the ocean. He also knew that
there was an Interest in writing
here.
Weesner described New Hamp
shire as an attractive' locale,
not over-populated, where you
find the ocean, beautiful, drama
tic weather and a much slower
pace. New Hampshire attracts
w riters because it is a lonely
place,
not nearly as highpowered and busy as other places
he has been,
said Weesner.
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FACULTY

Instant Hairsetter

Home Cooking

2 2 r o l l e r s a nd r e m o v a b l e mi r r o r

Harl, Schaffner & Marx; Arrow; Bostonian; McGregor;
Pendleton; Byford of England; Cricketeer; Lodenfrey;
John Meyer of Norwich; The Villager; and many other
top quality lines only at

Daily 99c Dinner Specials
CLAIROL - $28.95
GE

-

FEATURING: FAST SER V IC E
(plenty o f time fo ra 1 hr. lunch break)

$29.98
K

R

A

Lee Traffic Circle

HARDWARE HOUSE

Z Y

K O

N E

Daily 11 A M — 8 PM
Clofed Mon.

BRAD M c lN T IR E
Durham, N e w Hampshire

Thursday, T M M V i t t i m M f January 3 ,1 9 7 0

Writer Ted Weesner

Buying a used cor

(continued from page 5)
and magazine articles. “ Non
fiction seems to me to be work.
It’s too much labor.” The non
fiction writer, he explained, tries
mainly to make an intellectual
communication. The fiction writ
e r tries to make ah intellectual
as well as anemotional communi
cation.
He has discovered that his
initial story idea very seldom
works out the way it is planned.
“ In writing the story I always find
a better idea than the first one.
I don’t really know what my best
story idea is until I’ve discovered
it.”
Weesner feels that in writing
the w riter comes after the ex
perience. That in a sense the
w riter does not create things, but
re-creates them. He feels that
students tend to try to create
stories. But it is his personal
philosophy that w riters should
“ look back” on things and re 
create them so they are under
standable to other people.

(continued from page 3)
so as to set it bouncing. The
car should, when you release it,
move up or down, then stop at
an equilibrium position. Freer
motion—as up and down—signals
worn shock absorbers, which
should be replaced for safety
as well as comfort.

Doesn't vary style

Weesner never varies his
style. He only tries to perfect
it and make it more effective.
Particularly in the air today,
says Weesner, is the idea that a
w riter should adapt his style to a
more modern voice. He feels that
this alteration of style is a major
mistake made by many w riters.
His concern is being understood,
not producing something that
is necessarily modern.
Thomas Williams, professor
of English, said “ there’s an
unstated sensitivity of tone in
his writing. He doesn’t go in for
a flambouyant style. His writing
is vey certain and clear.”
Williams added, “ I’m looking
forward
to seeing his novel,
having read little bits and pieces
of it.
It will be an event.”
Writing with the Intent to sell
to publishers is not W eesner’s
goal. “ I do what I’m drawn to
do and that’s writing. I do as
well as I can and if someone buys

them, that’s great.”
He sat in thought or a moment,
and then began to relate the three
rewarding moments involved in a
piece of writing. “ The first and
the most rewarding is when I pull
it off and I know I have it right.
I feel wonderful. The second
is when it’s sold, and the third,
which is the least rewarding, is
when the story is published.”
Weesner teaches expository
writing and a short story course.
He described the writing quality
of the students as “ really quite
good.”
“ There’s something
about this place. New Hampshire,
that seems to produce and attract
w riters. Where I come from
there aren’t any w riters at all.”
He sat in thought for a moment
and lit another cigarette. “ I said
the quality of their writing was
quite good, and it is, but it seems
to me that they don’t read. Lit
erature just isn’t in the a ir.”
“ The students are so much
more inspired by movies and they
naturally Imitate movies. I’ve
received four or five “ Easy
Rider” type stories during the
last sem ester.”
“ When I was in school every
one was imitating Hemingway and
Faulkner. Something’s happen
ing.” He blamed it on their lazi
ness. “ TV and movies take up
their time when they’re lazy.”
Weesner enjoys teaching writ
ing courses much more than
literature courses. “ It’s ex
citing as long as you continue to
get good stories from students.
When they aren’t good it’s no
fun, because you end up talking in
a vacuum,” he said.
Weesner feels that an under
graduate journalism major at the
University is greatly needed be
cause there is such a demand for
writing courses.
Refuge for writers

Ireland, attempting to make the
country a refuge for w riters and
artists, proposed abill that would
exempt them from paying an
Income tax. “ Several people I

Driving tests

A u th o r Ted Weesner
(photo b y Hendrick)

know are very seriously planning
to go. Of course. I’d like the idea
very much, but I’m not thinking
of transplanting. There hre too
many domestic problem s.”
Weesner finds that many pro
fessors living in a university town
such as Durham are very much
concerned with how they live in a
competent way. They carry off an
art of living, he said, in the way
they fix their homes, raise their
children and cook their meals.

They are generally excellent par
ents, he said, but perhaps to a
fault.
Weesner, a shy, modest man,
seemed more comfortable asking
questions than talking about him
self.
At
one point he smiled,
chuckled, and lit another cigar
ette. “ W riters are not the most
articulate persons in the world.
That’s one of the reasons they
w rite.”

If a car looks good to you
after running through the tests
above, take it out on the road.
While you have the car on the
road, keep listening for serioussounding
rattles, knocks, or
squeaks. Too many should lead
you to give up the car.
9. Start off from re st several
tim es. Once you are used to the
clutch, if any, it should give you
smooth engagement, forward or
backward—no jerk, grab, or
chatter. If these symptoms per
sist, adjustment or replacement
of parts is needed.
10. Check the transm ission at
the same time. Amanual trans
mission should not give out inter
mittent groaning noises, offer
difficulty in shifting gears or
howl under slow speed accelera
tion with floored accelerator. An
automatic transm ission also
should give smooth starts in
either direction, shift at well
spaced intervals, not allow
the engine to race, or break
away, on light-accelerator shifts.
Other irregularities, each pos
sibly a symptom of trouble, can
come to lightInanhour’sdriving.

Bulletinhoard
L IB R A R Y M A T E R IA L S
COURSE
Students wishing to register for an ex
tension course on problems In the administra
tion of library materials centers may do so
Jan. 31 and Feb. 2-4 In the Union. Students
may also register by telephone^ or mall by
contacting the Extension Service, Huddleston
Hall, 862-2015.

E D U C A T I O N C O L L O Q U IA
There will be three colloquia on the crisis
In education, Jan. 13, 14, & 15, from 3-5
p.m. In Room 306, Social Science Center.
Tuesday’s speaker will be Lester Fisher of
the English Department.

SCUDDER G A L L E R Y
«*In Pursuit of the Image—Paintings for a

Decade” (1959-1969), by Melvin Zabarsky,
will be presented In Scudder Gallery, Paul
Arts Center, Jan. 10 through Feb. 15.

WRA
The Women’s Recreation Association will
sponsor ( ^ n recreation at New Hampshire
Hall Jan. 6-10 and Jan. 13-18, from 4-6p.m.

JA Z Z C O N C ER T
The Memorial Union Student Organization
will sponsor a jazz concert Jan. 10, from 9-ll
p.m., In the Strafford Room of the Union.

F IN A N C IA L A ID D E A D L IN E
The deadline for filing financial aid appli
cations, initial or renewal. Is Feb. 15. Ap
plication material will be available in the
Financial Aids Office after Jan. 15.

WANTED
FOR ASSAULT, ARMIP ROBBERY AND
COMMITTING A LEWD AMD IMMORAL DANCE
WITH A CHOCOUTE PUDDING.

SECONDARY S TU D EN T
TEACH ER S
There will be an orientation meeting for
all secondary student teachers for the spring
semester today at 4 p.m. in Murkland,
Room 14.

E L E M . E D . M A JO R S
Math 621 Will be offered second semester
so that excepted elementary education majors
may fulfill the 621, 622, 623 sequence before
their senior year. The class will meet
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 8-9 a.m.

S T U D E N T T E A C H IN G
The registration date for prospective
secondary school student teachers for the
academic year 1970-71, originally scheduled
for Feb. 14, 1970, has been changed to the
week of Jan. 12. Registration forms may be
obtained in Room 20, Murkland Hall.

11. Accelerate briskly several
tim es from 10 or 15 mph to 40
or 45 In high gear or In drive
range with an automatic. The en
gine should pick up smoothly,
without hesitation or bucking. If
it does not, engine tuning or other
work may be needed,
12. Pick a straight, quiet
stre et or road, stand or kneel
behind the center of the car, and
have it driven slowly away from
you. A car that travels a little
crabwlse, with front and rear
wheels not in line with each
other, may have suffered acci
dent damage and should be
rejected. Bent or wobbly wheels
can be replaced.
13. Drive the car around some
sharp left and right corners.
There shouldn’t be a lot of
looseness in the steering, and it
must not bind; only if these
troubles are adjusted out of the
car should you accept it. Power
steering shouldn’t be lumpy in
feel, nor lose its power to assist
If turned rapidly.
14. Find a wide, straight road
or street, and, with no following
traffic, make several stops from
40 or 45 mph, braking harder each
time. The brake pedal should re 
main well above the floor and feel
solid, not spongy; the stops
shouldn’t cause swerving, or
grabbing or chattering of the
brakes. Misbehavior may re 
quire major adjustment, new lin
ings, drum refacing, etc.
15. If practicable, descend a
grade of some length with your
foot off the accelerator. Then
step hard on the accelerator,
watching for a puff or cloud of
blue
exhaust smoke. Heavy
smoke ik a reliable warning that
new piston rings soon will be
needed or that the engine may
have to be overhauled.
16. A short ride over a really
rough road will show up rattles
and squeaks that need attention
and allow you to check for jerky
“ kicking,” or uncertain steer
ing, looseness of the whole front
end, and lack of shock absorber
restraint.
17. If you can arrange it, drive
the car long enough to find out If

F O R E IG N P O L IC Y L E C T U R E
Arthur Melville will speak on U.S. foreign
policy versus missionary work in Guatamala
on Monday, Jan. 12, from 8 to 10 p.m. in
the Senate-Merrimack Room of the Union.

WOODY ALLEN'S

“TAKETHE MONEY AND RUN'
WOODY ALLEN
“Atlanta Cortege”

JANET MARGOLIN

Shop tests

Even though a car you are con
sidering has passed on-the-lot
and driving tests, much more can
be found out about It by having an
unbiased mechanic make the tests
that follow. He may suggest
others. He shouldn’t, of course,
be connected with the dealer you
plan to buy from.
18. The condition of the en
gine’s valves—and, to some ex
tent, of Its piston rings—can be
learned by taking the com
pression pressure of each cyl
inder with a compression gauge,
I*". Have the mechanic remove
a front wheel and brake drum.
He can then note easily whether
the drum is scored and needs re 
conditioning, what shape the
brake lining is in, whether the
hydraulic-brake cylinders are
leaking, and the condition of the
front wheel bearings.
20. With the car raised on a
lift, the mechanic can examine it
for grease leakage, from worn
or broken bearing seals, on to
wheels, tires, re a r axle housing,
etc. (cost of replacement varies,
according to where the seal is;
parts cost is usually minor). He
can observe signs of exhaust gas
leakage from damaged or rustedout mufflers. He should also
study the frame, suspension, and
steering parts for indications of
collision repairs: welds, heated
areas, bent or straightened parts,
etc. If he finds them, reject the
car—and
consider the me
chanic’s fee a good investment In
safety.
Contentment produces. In some
measure, all those effects which
the alchemist ascribes to what
he calls the philosopher’s stone;
and if it does not bring riches,
it does the same thing by ba
nishing the desire of them. If
it cannot remove the disquietudes
arising from a man’s mind, body,
or fortune. It makes him easy
under them.
Joseph Addison
(1672-1719)

CLASSIFIED ADS

F E Y N M A N L E C T U R E S E R IE S

T Y P IN G S E R V IC E S A V A I L A B L E : Experienced Executive
Secretary will do T Y P IN G at home. A H Projects accepted.
(Usually, rush jobs can be accommodated). If transporta
tion problem, pick-up of w ork can be arranged. For further
information, call: 742-2051 A N Y T I M E .

The following changes in dates for the
Feynman Lecture Series should be made:
Jan. 12 8 p.m. Howes Auditorium
Jan. 13 1 p.m. Howes Auditorium
“ Seeking New Laws”

P A R T -T I M E C A M P U S REP. Put up adv. posters, earn
$5-$10 per hour. No selling. Write Univ. Publications, Box
20133, Denver, Co 80220 for details.

1969 " G R A N I T E "
Students may pick vp tteir copies of the
1969 “ Granite” from 10 to 4 today Mn the
“ Granite” office.

3RD
B IG
W EEK

It Is going to overheat. A long,
slow pull uphill or driving in
slow-moving traffic will help to
demonstrate the fault.

It is not because things are
difficult that we do not dare to
attempt them, but they are dif
ficult because we do not dare
to do so,
Lucius Annaeus Seneca
(8 B.C.-A.D. 65)
Among the Blackfoot Indians
January was known as the “ Moon
of Cracking T rees.”

W A N T E D - C A M P U S R E P R E S E N T A T IV E unlimited com 
missions no investment, no paperwork. Write for informa
tion to: Miss Barbara Kumble, College Bureau Manager,
Record Club of America, 270 Madison Avenue, New York,
New Y o rk 10016.
W A N T E D D E S P E R A T E L Y : Ride to Portsmouth 8 a.m.,
Tuesday mornings, second semester. A m willing to split
expenses. Contact L. A lly n , Hubbard Hall.

Oil

1968-69

Save Your STUBS

“IN PURSUIT OF THE IMAGE

from

PAINTINGS FOR A DECADE’

is dynamite!

1959-1969

TRI-CITY CINEMAS

Impassioned and impressive
Signals perhaps a new
boldness in American
cinema! Extraordinary!”

MELVIN ZABARSKY

Each one entitles you to
the beverage o f yo u r choice

-Time

FREE

‘Powerful! Born out of
the time of troubles
through which this
nation has been passing!’

OPENING JANUARY 10,1970 8 P.M.
THROUGH FEBRUARY 15, 1970

at

-Life

‘Dazzling... Devastating...
Brilliant! Must be seen
by anyone who cares
about...modern movies!”

SCUDDER GALLERY
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Paramount Pictures presents

m edian cool
technic^*
aparamountpicture

-Newsweek

C IN E M A O N E -

E V E S - 7 : 1 5 8i 9 : 1 5

W E D .-J A N . 14
" P U T N E Y S W O P E ''

W E D .-J A N . 14
"D e S A D E "

IF YOU PAGFER INCLUSIVS
O N E R EU6ION O F
BROTHERHOOD
T O SECTARIANISM WHICH
KEEPS R EU6IO US PEOPLE
SE6RE6ATED IN TO SECTS,
WHY N O T SEND FOR AN
EMBLEM LAPEL PINT
THERE IS N O CHARGE.
JOC ARNOLD

One Abfliellee of ®rertw*eeJ

in the Tri-City Plaza

I* SAROCN STMST
CAMMMtM, MASSACMUSSTTS
____________ s s s i____________

NEWS STAFF
"GETS IT TOGETHER"

THE WUNH

EACH WEEKDAY EVENING AT 6:00

PERKINS LTD
in The Durham Shoppin Plaza

DRESS

AND

COAT SALE

Our E ntire Stock o f F all

and W inter Coats

NOW
50% AND

MORE

THE WUNH EVENING NEWS
Featuring:
Expanded Campus News Coverage
Worldwide Reports From The
American Contemporary Network
Howard Cosell — Speaking of Sports

OFF

TRY US OUT
TONIGHT 6:00

reg. retail price

Be Early fo r Best Selection
Sunday 12-5
Thurs. & Fri. 10-9
Mon. & Tues
10-5
Wed. & Sat.

SALE STARTS TODAY
Bank Americard and Master Charge accepted

90.3 FM

WUNH

630 AM

Friday, W M C W NAMMNIK January 9 ,1 9 7 0

Larry Smith
Hoop squad captures second place in Pocono Tourney
named all-star
in holiday tourneys
by Bruce Cadarette
Sports Editor

The Wildcat basketball squad,
after winning its first three
games, dropped four straight
contests
to Northeastern and
three Yankee Conference oppo
nents, Connecticut, Massachu
setts and Rhode Island. The
Cats bounced back at the end
of Christmas vacation to capture
second place in the Pocono
Classic Tournament.
On Dec. 8, the Wildcats faced
a tough Northeastern quintet
which has lost games this sea
son only to Harvard and Holy
Cross. UNH matched the Huskies
basket for basket in the first
half and led at halftime, 35-33.
The Cats, paced by Dave Pem
berton and C O - captain Phil Blum,
opened up a 10-point lead in the
second half but Northeastern
fought back to tie the contest
at 49-49 with 7:45 left to play.
The Huskies then pulled into the
lead and just held off a late UNH
scoring thrust, to preserve a
65-63 victory.
Yankee Conference

The walls of Larry Smith’s
room look like the Hockey Hall of
Fame. He spends a good deal of
his spare time talking about
hockey In general and UNH hockey
In particular. He is the first
string goalie for the Wildcats,
and over the Christmas vacation
won honors for his play in two
holiday tournaments. He was
named to the all star teams of both
the Great Lakes Invitational
Tournament, and the Boston
Arena Christmas Tournament.
Smith was also named the Most
Valuable Player of the Great
Lakes Tournament.
Talking about the Great Lakes
Tournament,
Smith said he
doesn’t think that UNH’s 7-0
win over Michigan Tech indi
cates the Cats are seven points
better than the Huskies, but that
everything just broke right that

goal, but regardless of who makes
the initial error, the blame for the
score falls on the goalie.
" I kind of get down on the de
fensemen, but it’s only mo
mentary,” Smith said. "Weplay
a one-on-one defense, and when a
goal is scored somebody is going
to look bad, either the defenseman or the goalie. You can’t
really let it bother you or blame
anybody. At times I used to get
down on myself but it’snot as bad
now, you’ve just got to shake it
off when the other team scores.”
In most sports the crowd re 
action has a lot of effect on the
players.
Smith says averse
crowd reaction when the team
is on the road doesn’t bother him,
"When the crowd at another
rink starts getting on me and

n i g h t f o r U N H , th o o a m o a s i t d id

m a k in g a lo t o f n o is o , I k n o w I ’m

for Harvard the night they beat
New Hampshire, 11-3.
Smith doesn’t feel he played any
differently in the tournament than
he did in earlier games. “ A lot
of a goalie’s play is based on
luck,” said Smith.
He attributes Boston College’s
6-5 victory to the loss of Wild
cat A1 Clark, who missed the
game with a shoulder injury.
"Without A1 skating we had to
use two left wings on three lines,
which meant the guys had to skate
half the game; that made it really
tough on them in the BC game.”
“ The losses to Harvard and BC
hurt us because we only play them
once, so now we’ll really have to
come up with wins in the big
games against the other Division
I teams,” continued Smith.
Often in hockey a miscue by a
defenseman will cost the team a

playing
a good game, but it
bothers me at home because it
doesn’t seem to be loyal. The
crowd cheers for us when we are
winning, but if we are losing, they
jump on us. It makes me mad
because the only reason for them
to get down on you is because they
are ignorant of the game.”
The bespectacled Smith uses
contact lenses unde'r his mask
during games. "Actually,” he
quipped,
"since the Harvard
game I haven’t been wearing any
thing under my mask. I’m just
luckier without my glasses.”

On Dec. 10, UNH started a
three-game road trip against
Yankee Conference teams with
a game against the University of
Connecticut.
Neither team could open up a
commanding lead in the first half,
and at halftime UConn led the
Wildcats by a single point, 35-34.
The taller UConn team took com
plete command in the second half,
as 6 ft. 4 in. forward Bob Staak
collected 31 points for the night
to pace the Huskies toa81-61 win.
On Saturday, Dec. 13, the Wild
cats moved Into Amherst, Mass.,
and dropped a 76-56 decision to
coach Jack Leaman’s Redmen.
The Redmen were paced by
6 ft. 5 in. sophomore Julius
Ervlng who netted 3'’ points on
14 field goals and five free
throws. Captain Ray Ellerbrook
and Dennis Chapman each added
14 points to follow Ervlng in the
scoring column.
Blum and Pemberton each col
lected 14 points to help keep the
Cats close in the first half but
UMass outscored UNH 41-27 in
the second half for the win.
The Wildcats’ final game
before traveling to the Pocono
Tournament was a 100-54 loss
to the University of Rhode Island
on Dec. 16 at Kingston, R.I.
Twelve Ram players got into
the scoring column as URI jumped
off to a 50-25 halftime lead and
coasted to the win.
Five members of the Rams’
squad
scored in the double
figures, with Claude English and

Skating
sthedule
Fri. Jan 9
F rl. Jan 9
Sat. Jan 10
Sun. Jan 11
Mon. Jan 12
Tue. Jan 13
Wed. Jan 14
Thur. Jan 15
Sat. Jan 17
Sun. Jan 18

8-10 pm
8-10 pm
2-5 pm
1: 0-5:30 pm
and 7-9:30 pm
1:30-3 pm
1-3 pm
1-2 pm
1-3 pm
2-5 pm and
7:30-10 pm
1:30-5:30 pm
and 7-9:30 pm

FALL SEMESTER - ISRAEL
Brandeis University/The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Study in Jerusalem, Israel/July-December, 1960
(40 students from 16 universities enrolled in
1969)
Juniors and Seniors eligible
Four courses/Hebrew not required/Earn 16
credits
Cost: $2000/Tuition, room, board, round-trip
travel.
Some financial aid available.
W rite to d a y for information/application
deadline March 1st.
The Hiatt Institute
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Is The "READING PERIOD’’
GETTING YOU DOWN?

H M

John Fultz being the high men,
scoring 18 and 16 points. Dwight
Peters and Blum were high men
for UNH, with 15 and 13 points.
East Stroudsburg

January 1-3 the Wildcats took
part in the sixth annual Pocono
Classic Basketball Tournament
held in East Stroudsburg, Pa.
At the beginning of the tourna
ment, UNH was tabbed by Phila
delphia newspaper as a dark
horse team that played extremely
well. At the end of the tour
nament, the Cats had taken
second place, losing to Mount
Saint Mary’s in the finals, to win
New Hampshire’s first basketball
trophy In 10 years.
In opening round play, the Cats
came from behind to down host
team East Stroudsburg State Col
lege, 59-5". East Stroudsburg
took a slim 33-28 halftime lead,
with only a 13-point first half per
formance by Tom Weir pre
venting them from mounting a
larger lead.
Co-captain Phil Blum popped
in seven straight points late in
the second half, as the Cats wiped
out a 49-46 East Stroudsburg lead
to take command, 53-50. With
0:28 left in the game, Peters hit
with two foul shots to put UNH
ahead 59-56, and offset a last-

second basket by East Strouds
burg’s Bob Pedrick. The Wild
cats showed a balanced attack as
Blum, Pemberton, Peters, and
Weir all scored In double figures
to lead UNH to the semi-finals
against Hofstra, which beat Muh
lenberg, 76-71.
Hofstra

New Hampshire scored the
biggest upset ofthe tournament in
the semi-finals, downing Hofstra,
76-63. Peters paced the Cats,
netting 22 points in the game. He
also led UNH to a quick 17-7
lead, scoring eight points in the
first 10 minutes. A strong zone
defense then enabled UNH to
maintain its margin as the team
went into the locker room at
halftime ahead, 29-20.
Sophomore Dave Pemberton hit
with three quick jump shots to
start the second half for UNH,
and the Cats upped their lead to
43-30. Hofstra then attempted
a full court press, which New
Hampshire broke to extend its
margin to 20 points and coast to
the 76-63 win. Blum and Pem
berton closely followed Peters
in scoring, gaining 20 and 19
points.
Mount Saint Mary's

The tournament finals pitted
the Wildcats against perennial

first trophy the boys have ever
won Is a big boost for them.”
Friel felt that the Hofstra game
was the best his squd has played
this year. Hofstra plays a
schedule including LaSalle, St.
Josephs, Temple, and Manhattan.
The Hofstra coach said the loss
to New Hampshire was his biggest
upset in eight years of coaching.
“ The entire team showed a
strong team effort,” continued
Friel. "Dwight Peters played
a fantastic game against Hof
stra. He had 2 ' points and was
eight for 11 from the floor, and
six for six from the foul line.
You can’t find a finer pair of
C O - captains than Phil Blum and
Paul Shepard. They led the team
all the way and sacrificed per
sonal scoring for more desired
team play.”
Talking about his alternating
forwards, Friel said, "Against
East Stroudsburg, Tom Weir
scored 18 points and singlehandedly kept the team in the
game in the first half. Mike
Gregory coming in off the bench
played outstandingly throughout
the tournament and even started
against Mount Saint Mary’s.”
Friel fnlshed by talking abot
the season in general. "Ourtwopoint loss to the Northeastern
club, which has only been beaten
by Harvard and Holy Cross Is the
only thing separating us from a
solid 6-4 record instead of 5-5.
However, I’m extremely proud
of these boys and the job they are
doing for the University. I urge
the students to take a look at one
of our games if they have the time,
because I believe they will be
equally as proud of the job the
boys are doing.”
The team will be playing at St.
Anselm’s Saturday, and will face
the University of Maine Tuesday
In Lundholm Gymnasium.

Basketball statistics
FG FGA Pet. FT FTA Pet Sm Rb. Avg
10 Blum
47 112 .420 31 44 .705 78 99 9.9
10 Shepard
36 101 .356 10 17 .588 75 32 3.2
10 Pemberton 62 138 .420 33 58 .569 ;101 103 10.3
10 Peters
47 114 .412 30 37 .811 74 28 2.8
10 Gregory
14 34 .412 5 13 .461 28 24 2.4
10 Weir
18 58 .310 34 50 .680 56 42 4.2
8 McCurry
5 29 .173 2 4 .500
26 11 1.4
3 Mennkhall
2 12 .:167 2 3 .667 11
4
.5
5 Schulter
1 3 .,33
1 6 .167
7
5 1.0
The UNH wrestling team will
face the University of Connecticutt grapplers, Friday night
at 7 p.m. at the Field House.
The team will be after Us se
cond win of the season, having
beaten Dartmouth and lost to

N

TP
125
83
165
124
33
70
12
6
3

Av.
12.5
8.3
16.5
12.4
3.3
7.0
1.5
0.8
0.6

Hartford.
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.
Coach Lou Datlllio’s gymnasts
will face MIT in their second
meet of the season. The squad
edged the Coast Guard in its
first meet.

OUR ANNUAL MID-WINTER
• •

SALE

NOW GOING ON

20%TO 507, OFF
O U R ORIGINAL PRICES!

SU IT IN G S
O UTERW EAR
SPO RT CO A T S
SW EATERS
TOPCOATS
SH IRTS
SLAC KS
KNITS
ALL-W EATHER COATS

SPORT SH IRTS
TIES
G LO V ES
VESTS
HATS

SELECTED FROM OUR FAMOUS BRAND NAMES

OUR GREATEST OFFERING OF WANTED MENSWEAR!
Open tonight until 9

Try An ''EATING PERIOD”
at
T H e liillllB

FIRST TROPHY—-Basketball co-captains Phil Blum and Paul
Shepard display the trophy won by the Wildcats for placing second
in the annual Pocono Classic Basketball Tournament. The Cats
downed East Stroudsburg State College and Hofstra before bowing
to Mount Saint Mary’s in the finals to win UNH’s first basketball
trophy in 10 years.
(photo by Hendrick)

small college power Mount Saint
Mary’s of Emmltsburg, Mary
land. The Mountaineers entered
the contest with a 9-0 record.
The Cats opened the game
jumping quickly to a 9-2 lead
on the scoring of Pemberton and
Peters. After eight minutes of
the game the Cats were up 22-10.
However, in the remainder ofthe
first half, the UNH offense
faltered, and the team scored
only one point while the Moun
taineers ran 14 to take a 24-23
halftime
lead.
Mount Saint
Mary’s was able to capitalize
on New Hampshire’s cold streak
with Bob Sutor and Bob Riley,
both 6 ft. 9 in., controlling the
boards.
Mountaineer guard Lou Grillo
controlled play in the second
half, as
Mount Saint Mary’s
outscored the Cats, 39,-24. UNH
regained the lead, 33-32, with 12
minutes left to play in the game,
but two turn-overs by the Cats
gave the lead back to the Moun
taineers. New Hampshire was
then forced to put a man-on-man
press on the Maryland team,
which allowed Mount Saint
Mary’s to pull away. The Moun
taineers scored only three more
field goals than UNH, but the pen
alty shots they picked up from
the UNH press gave them a
comfortable winning margin.
Paul Shepard and Pemberton
each netted 11 points for New
Hampshire in the game, and Pem
berton was named to the all
tournament team for his per
formance through the three
games.
Wildcat coach Gerry Friel Is
extremely pleased with the out
come of the tournament. He said,
“ Getting into the finals, of an
eight-team major college tourna
ment is a big boost to the pro
gram, and the fact that this is the
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Cats win Detroit Tournament
^ose at Boston Arena;
Up season mark to 8-4-1

Christmas Tourney

The winning goal came at the
3:30 mark of the third period,
as Guy Smith slammed the puck
past the Michigan net-minder.
It appeared as though Michigan
had tied the game at the 7:41
mark when center Dan Thompson
came out of the penalty box,
went into the New Hampshire
zone, took a pass and broke in on
Smith all alone, putting the puck
into the net. However, the goal
was not allowed, because Thomp
son had failed to return to his
defensive zone before proceeding
up the ice.
The contest was marred by
penalties as 55 minutes were
assessed by the referees, and two
Spartan icemen were ejected
from the contest.
Wildcat goalie L arry Smith
compiled 36 saves while his
Michigan counterpart turned
away 30 shots.
By virtue of its win, New Hamp
shire faced Boston University
the next night. BU defeated
Northeastern 7-3 in its first
round.

The Wildcats again encount
ered Michigan State in the open
ing round of the Boston Arena
Christmas Tournament, held
Dec. 29-30, and again edged the
Spartans by a one-point margin.
Michigan State opened the
scoring at the 6:40 mark of the
opening frame, when wing Dick
Houtteman picked up llnemate
Herb Price’s rebound and lifted
the puck over Wildcat Smith, who
had fallen to the ice making the
initial save.
New Hampshire came back less
than two minutes later. Louis
Frigon passed to center Mike Mc
Shane, who shoveled the puck
over to teammate John Gray.
Gray was then able to tuck the
puck behind the Spartan goalie.
Goals by Dick Umile on a
breakaway and by Guy Smith gave
the Cats a 3-1 first period lead.
Firing from the crease, Umile
picked up his second goal of the
game at the one-minute mark of
the second period. Six minutes
later, Terry Blewett received a
pass from Frigon and beat the
Michigan net-minder. State,
however, stormed back, scoring
four consecutive goals to destroy
New Hampshire’s lead and send
the teams into the third period
deadlocked.

The BU T erriers combined a
swift attack, utilizing four lines
to New Hampshire’s scrambled
three lines, with excellent netminding, against the fatigued
Wildcat pucksters coasting to a
7-3 win and the Boston Arena
Christmas Tournament Champ
ionship.
BU skated to a 3-1 lead in the
first period and the Cats were un
able to gain on the T erriers’
lead.
The Cats looked stronger in the
second period, and both sides
were unable to score until the
13:40 mark, when Louis Frigon
picked up the puck all alone on the
left side, moved across the
T e rrie r blue line and took a
w rist shot that beat Reagan on
the wide side.
BU’s Danby came back with
less than two minutes remain
ing in the period and slipped the
puck past a pile-up in front of
the net to give the T e rrie rs a
4-2 lead.
BU upped the count to 5-2 early
in the third period on a screen
shot byBobGryp. Gray retaliated
for New Hampshire at 4:14,
slapping the puck past the BU
goalie. Boston, however, added

by Paul Bergeron and Bob Constantine

The New Hampshire hockey
team ran up a 6-3 holiday re
cord, including capturing first
honors in the Great Lakes Invi
tational Tournament and ad
vancing to the final match of the
Boston Arena Christmas Tour
ney.
Great Lakes

The Wildcat pucksters flew
from Logan International Airport
Thursday, December 18, bound
for the GLI tourney at Olympia
Stadium in Detroit.
New Hampshire faced Michigan
Tech in the first round of the
tournament. Tech took first
honors in the Christmas City of
the North Tournament in Duluth,
Minnesota in November. The
Wildcats placed third in the same
tourney.
Tech,
ranked the
number one hockey team in the
country, also won the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association
title and GLI honors last year,
and was favored to repeat in 1969.
John Walter of the Detroit
“ News” wrote, “ New Hamp
shire achieved one of the greatest
upsets in the five-year history of
the tournament last night,” as it
pasted Michigan Tech, 7-0.
John Gray and DickUmlle con
nected for second period goals,
but the game didn’t break open
until 1:21 of the third period when
Mike McShane broke in from the
blue line to score. Umile and
Bill Munroe scored on break
aways. Gray flipped in a re
bound unassisted, and Gary Jacquith scored on a slap shot from
the point as the Wildcats un
leashed a high-scoring attack
which stunned Tech and the De
troit audience.
Wildcat goalie Larry Smith had
18 saves for the shutout. Tech
goalie Dave Marshall had 19
saves lor the Huskies.
A shoulder Injury to co-captain
A1 Clarke resulted in a scramb
ling of the Wildcat lines lor the
Michigan State - New Hampshire
contest.
Nevertheless, UNH
edged Michigan State 4-3 to cap
ture tourney honors.
The Wildcats jumped to a 2-1

first period lead. Guy Smith put
the Cats in front at 9:37 of the
first period but Bill Watt tied it
up lor State at 16:22 of the frame.
Mike McShane put New Hamp
shire back on top moments later
and Dick Umile uppped the count
to 3-1 early in the second period.
An early third period break
away goal by Umile gave the
Wildcats the winning margin.
Michigan retaliated with two
scores but was unable to over
come the Wildcat lead.
New Hampshire goalie Larry
Smith earned the tournament’s
Most Valuable Player honors and,
along
with teammates Dick
Umile, Ryan Brandt, Guy Smith
and Pete Stoutenberg, was named
to the seven-man all-tournament
team.

Boston University
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two insurance goals on power
plays to round out their scoring.
The net-minding of goalie
Larry Smith again earned him
all-tournament honors.

i T a i n p s l A i r e

Harvard

Ten days before the start of
the GLI tourney Harvard sound
ly defeated the Wildcat icemen,
11-3. On Tuesday, December
9, Harvard, led offensively by
All-American Joe Cavanaugh,
outscored the Wildcat team in a
one-sided contest. Cavanaugh
was a standout in the game ac
counting for three goals and two
assists. Goalie Larry Smith had
31 saves in the nets, while the
combined efforts of Bruce Dueno
and Pete Meehan accounted for 30
Harvard saves.
UConn

On Thursday, the Wildcat
hockey team defeated Yankee
Conference rival University of
Connecticut 8-0. Leading the
Wildcats to their third victory
of the season, Frigon and Gray
netted two goals apiece. Round
ing out the scoring for the Cats
were Guy Smith, Alan Catto,
Terry Blewett and Mike McShane,
who tallied single scores each.
John Santuccl had 45 saves for
Connecticut, while the combined
efforts of Larry Smith. Kevin
Fahey and PeterOrmlston turned
in 15 saves for the shutout.
Providence

The Wildcats rallied from a
3-2 deficit with five consecutive
goals to achieve a 7-3 victory
over Division I opponent Provi
dence College. Guy Smith ob
tained the hat trick for New
Hampshire. McShane, Blewett,
Brandt and Frigon also scored
for the Cats.
Providence goalie Brian Rey
nolds achieved 47 saves in the
game.
Smith turned back 17
shot for New Hampshire.

COLLISION COURSE — UNH sophomore Bill Munroe slides toward Michigan State’s All-Ameri
can goalie Dick Durrett after beating him one-on-one with a shot to the lower right hand side of
the net. The Wildcats took a 4-1 lead early in the third period and staved off a late game Michigan
State scoring thrust to win the Great Lakes Invitational Tournament, 4-3.
(photo by McAndrews)

A rm y

The Wildcats traveled to West
Point, New York, Dec. 16, to
face Army in ECAC Division I
play.
Army jumped to a 1-0 lead at
1:28 of the opening frame as Dave
Young tallied on the first shot of
the game. The Wildcats came
back to tie it up at 9:33 of that
initial period as GrayHookapass
from Guy Smith and feinted goalie
Len Sclolettl for the score.
Umlle’s winning conversion of a
rebound off Brandt’s stick in the
third period lifted New Hamp
shire to a 2-1 lead. West Point
took only 30 shots-on-goal during
the game, while the Cats peppered
the goal 92 times.
Smith had 17 saves while Scioletti was called upon for 42

followed for New Hampshire from
close in to give the visitors a
3-2 lead at the end of the first
period.
BC scored twice in the second
period to return the lead to the
home team.
At 3:27 into the third period,
McShane flipped in a rebound to
tie the score. Blewett put the
Wildcats ahead with a goal at
11:16 into the third period. A
rebound shot by the Eagles’
Ahearn sent the contest into sud
den death with only 43 seconds
remaining.
The two teams battled score
less until the 2:48 mark of the
overtime session when Ahearn
won it for the Eagles with his
third goal of the game.
N ew

tu rn a w a y a .

Boston College

Following the holiday tourna
ments, New Hampshire faced
Boston College at McHugh Forum
in Boston. BC took an early 1-0
lead, but shots by Frigon and
McShane put the Wildcats ahead
2-1. Paul Schilling tied the game
for Boston at 18:57. Jacquith

H a m p s h ir e g o a lie L a r r y

Smith turned away 35 Eagle
shots-on-goal. •
The holiday games brought
New Hampshire’s record to an
3-4-1 stand, 2-3-1 in ECAC Di
vision I.
Mike McShane and Guy Smith
lead the team In scoring with
25 points each.

State Aid
(continued from page 1)
McConnell gave several rea
sons for his optimism, explaining
that the University was only one
of many state agencies unable
to develop necessary programs.
He believes the pressure gene
rated by the postponed demands
of these agencies “ will become
greater than the resistance to
new taxes.”
He said the problem in dealing
with the legislature is that “ it
is not easy to find an image of
what the University needs finan
cially.” McConnell pointed out
that there is presently no com
mittee in the legislature which
takes a long-term look at pro
grams in term s of the needs of
the state. The Appropriations
Committee Is simply concerned
with distributing the available
funds.
McConnell ruled out “ mass
tactics” or direct political ac
tion by the University. “ I’m
not built that way. . . I’m not
a showman,” he said. He con

siders the short-run benefits
would not be justified in the
long-term outlook of the Uni
versity.
McConnell said the
Univefslty would become em
broiled in continuous political
controversy and would con
sequently lose respect and in
fluence among the people of the
state.
More than 30 bills in the last
session of the legislature dealt
with the University, in such areas
as new construction, new pro
grams, and the non-resident stu
dent quota, he added.
There are long-term prospects
for relatively unrestricted fede
ral funding to higher education
facilities in the Miller-Daddario
Bill which would give “ stable
long-range funding” to universi
ties. However, since the bill’s
introduction over two years ago,
it has not yet proceeded further
than committee stage.
Restrictions have already been
placed on the funds to include
only
sciences
and social
sciences.

NEW HAMPSHIRE POLL
The Editors of T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E are conducting a poll of its readers in an attempt to ascertain its relationship to
the U N H student body. We would greatly appreciate your help in making this poll meaningful.
We ask that you either tear off this section of the paper complete the questionnaire and send it to us via campus mail
or fill out a form in person in the M U B Monday, Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Th e outcome of this poll will be published in the following N EW H A M P S H IR E on Thursday January 15. This poll
serves merely informational purposes and the Editors do not consider its results binding as to the operation of the
newspaper.
The Editors

GOAL — Wildcat John Gray (14) beats Michigan Tech goalie Dave Marshall with a shot to the right
hand side of the cage during first round action of the Great Lakes Invitational Tournament. Helping
to shield the goalie on Gray’s shot are Dick Umile (15) and Louis Frigon (7). UNH beat pre-season
number one ranked Tech, 7-0 to move into the finals against Michigan State.
(photo by McAndrews)

Art dept.
(continued from page two)
only this gene ration that has come
to realize that.
The art department is under
repair, but the non-majors are
scheduled to be squeezed out until
sometime in the future. Zabarsky’s plan for the department is
to expand the basic visual lang
uage courses. Fourteen sections
of basic design and drawing are
now offered. Hopefully more
intermediate courses will be of
fered in all the arts. A course in
two-dimensional design and one
in three-dimensional design are
being planned.
Specific courses, for example
sculpture and photography, will
undoubtedly still be overcrowd
ed. Ultimately the fuller course
offering in basic visual language
will relieve the congestion in
other more specialized crafts.

To ski...
or not to ski.
That is the question! And up tili now, you’ve probably
said, “Aias, too expensive.”
At Waterviiie Vaiiey, we have speciai week day rates:
$5.00 per day for mid-week skiing - ali season iong except holidays and vacations.
An easy drive. . . Only 2V^ hours from Boston on
interstate highways. A great way to get away from the
pressure in the middle of the week. . . when there
are no lift lines. Skiing for beginner to expert.
2 mountains with 30 slopes and trails, snowmaking
and first-class mountain maintenance, 10 major lifts, including
a new expert lift. International W W OId W I||B a
ski school, 4 new inns, lounges
with dancing and entertainment.
NEW HAM PSHIRE^

© valley

SPA(;ilETTl SPECIAL
NEXT WEDNESDA Y NIGHT
^
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$1.50
Wildcat Pizza

1. How often do you read T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E?

a. every issue
b. often

c. seldom
d. never

2. Is T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E difficult to obtain?

a/Yes

b /N o

3. If difficult to obtain where would you suggest as distribution points other than those presently in use?
4. What parts of T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E do you read most often?
a. Editorial page
d. Bulletin board
b. Sports
e. Front & Back Page
c. Features
f. Cover to cover
5. Does T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E adequately cover major campus events?
a/Yes

b /N o

6. What should it cover more of?

c/Generally
a/ Social Events
b/ cultural

c/ informational
d/ sports

7. Do you consider off campus news important enough to be covered by T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E?
a/ very important
c/ not very important
b/ important
d/ unimportant
8. Does T H E NEW H A M P S H I R E have a responsibility to cover only campus news?
a/ yes
9. Should T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E be purely objective in its coverage of campus, state or national news?
a/ definitely
b/ not under all circumstances
c/ no

b/ no

10. In your opinion has T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E been objective in its coverage of campus and state news?
a/ generally yes
b/ sometimes

c/ seldom
d/ never

11. What kind of things would you like to see in T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E?
12. Has the Fine Arts section of T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E been worthwhile?
a. yes
b. generally
c. no
13. Do you think T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E is an adequate informer of coming events on and off campus?
On Campus a/ yes
off campus a/ yes
b/ no
b/ no
14. Do you feel there is too little, too much or just enough advertising?
a/ too little
b/ too much
c. just enough
15. Are the advertisements relevant to you ?

a/ mostly
b/ seldomly
c/ never

16. How often do you read the editorial page?

a/ always
b/ seldom
c/ never

17. What affect did T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E editorials have in helping you decide your vote for Student Government
President?
a/ great affect
b/ little affect
c/ mind was set already
18. Do you thind the political views of T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E hould generally represent those of the students?
a/ yes
b/ no
19. Does T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E represent the political views of the student body?
a/ always
b/ seldom
c/ never
20. Is T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E effective in meeting your needs as a student?
a/ very effective
c/ seldom effective
b/ generally effective
d/ never effective
21. Do you feel the Editors of T H E NEW H A M P S H IR E should receive independent study credits as well as their
present salaries for their w ork on the newspaper?
a/ definitely
b/ questionable
c/ no

